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LONDON, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21st, 1879.
ON THOUGHT-READING
BY EDWARD W. COX, SERJEANT-AT-LAW, FBESIDBHT OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL
SOCIETY OF CHEAT BRITAIN.

It is the misfortune of psychology that the greater portion
of the names given to its phenomena are terms that express
some foregone conclusion. It is a too common error in all
science. Scientific names should express nothing but the
fact. They should studiously avoid anything that, however
remotely, appears to assign a cause for, or the source of the
fact.
Such a term is thought-reading. It implies that one
mind reads something that is in another mind. The term is
misleading. It is understood often by those who use it,
and always by those to whom it is addressed, as being
identical with reading a book or viewing a picture. The
common conception of “ thought-reading ” is that thoughts
are things—words printed somehow upon tho mind or brain
—which the person having the faculty of thought-reading
peruses, precisely as he would read a book; or that it is a
picture positively painted upon one mind and actually viewed
by the other mind.
With such a name and such conceptions of the thing, it is
not surprising that the fact itself should be received with
incredulity as wholly inconsistent with what we know of
brain structure and mental action. Thoughts are not written
upon the brain, and if they were so written, the eye of
another person could not read them there. Even the over
whelming evidence of the existence of the phenomenon has
not sufficed to remove the prejudice caused by the unfortunate
name inflicted upon it. At some risk, I prefer to throw
aside that familiar but misleading name, and to substitute
for it one that precisely expresses the fact, without appearing
to affirm the cause or source of the fact, or the means by
which it is produced. I, therefore, adopt the descriptive but
not prejudging title of mental sympathy and communion, as
being the mental action intended to be designated, whatever
may be the true explanation of it.
The fact is that, under certain unknown conditions, one
mind can communicate ideas to another mind through some
other medium than the bodily senses. Emotions can be
communicated in like manner. Sympathy of emotion
between minds has been recognised long ago, not only by
poets but by philosophers. The fiercer passions were known
to be contagious. The contagious influence of the gentler
emotions was acknowledged under the name of sympathy.
But so far as my own researches have gone I have found no
endeavour to trace the mental or physical process by which
this phenomenon is produced. By many it is assumed to
be excited only by some outward expression of the emotion
in face, form, or voice which, being perceived by the senses
of the other party, excites in him the corresponding passion
or emotion by simple suggestion. But a larger survey of
the phenomena contradicts this conclusion. It is within the
experience of all careful observers that sympathies are often
excited without a visible or audible sign. A striking in
stance of this is shown in panic. A sudden fear seizes on a
multitude. It may be wholly without cause, or if there be
a cause it is known only to a few. Nevertheless it is felt by
all, being communicated so instantaneously as to appear
simultaneous. Ask why they fly, nine out of ten will
answer, “ I do not know ; I felt an ungovernable terror ; I
lost self-control; I rushed on I cared not where, nor how,
nor why.” And this sympathy seems to be multiplied by
the number of communicating minds. A fear that would
not turn one man pale will make half-a-dozen men tremble
and put a hundred men to flight. The influence of sympathetic emotion upon public assemblies is too familiar to need
description. It is exhibited in the remarkable phenomena
* A paper read at a recent meeting of the Psychological Society
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of that which has been so absurdly called electro-biology.
It is seen in natural somnambulism and its allied abnormal
conditions, treated of in a later chapter. But while sym
pathy of mind is undisputed in relation to emotions, there
has.been no distinct recognition of a similar community of
! ideas.
Yet does it exist. There are few who could not tell of its
? frequent occurrence within their own experience. Who has
not many times found some thought straying into his mind
apparently without a cause and associated with no previous
thoughts (perhaps on a theme long forgotten), and the friend
by his side has been thinking the same thought ? The
j saying “ Talk of the devil and you see his horns” is the em> bodiment of a fact so common as to have become a proverb,
i A person of whose very whereabouts you are ignorant, and
i who had not “ been in your mind” for years, suddenly comes
1 into your thoughts without any perceptible cause, and pre
sently he appears. Such an instance occurred lately within
my own knowledge. A near relative had heard nothing of
an old schoolfellow for fifteen years, did not even know if
she was living, nor had that friend of long ago been once in
her thoughts. At breakfast she said, “ It is very odd, I
have been thinking all the morning of Mrs. D------. I had
quite forgotten her,” That very day’s post brought a letter
from the long-forgotten friend. This is surely something
j more than a coincidence. But similar cases scarcely less
striking in their circumstances are continually occurring to
| all of us.
!
I venture to suggest if something like the same pheno| menori may not exist in the lower animals ? Is it certain
that they do not communicate thus ? All who have obI servantly noted their ways agree that they do in some un■ known manner exchange ideas as well as sympathise with
| emotions. All bird communities that flock together, such
| as rooks, starlings, plovers, and the like, have leaders, and
i obey commands that certainly are not conveyed by the voice.
Ants and bees silently carry to their fellows notice where
rich spoil is to be obtained. Dogs are often seen to meet,
put their heads together, and then depart on a common
expedition of plunder. I have a pair of ponies who silently
say to each other as plainly as by words, “ Faster,”
“Slower.” Observe any of our domestic animals. Can you
doubt that they possess some faculty that performs for them
some such process for communication of ideas and thoughts
as speech does for us ? Certainly their converse is neither
by sounds nor by signs. May it not be by that communion
of mind which we find to exist among ourselves, and which,
abnormal now and of infrequent occurrence, may once have
been the means of intercommunication with ourselves also ?
It is consistent with the theory of evolution. Is what is so
absurdly called “ Thought-reading” a survival from a time
when it was with us—as it is now with the lower animals—
the sole means of mental communication?
This is, however, merely a suggestion thrown out to the
thoughtful, for as yet it is little more than a reasonable and
probable conjecture.
I am referring strictly to that sympathy and communion
between minds which are found in the common intercourse
of the world under purely normal conditions, and which
probably occur very much more frequently than our con
sciousness informs us. We are, in truth, quite ignorant how
ideas and emotions come into the mind. It may well be
that many, if not most of them are prompted by the
imperceptible influences of other minds about us. You
suddenly think of something because my thought has sug
gested your thought. If, when three or four persons are
together, what is passing at the same moment in each mind
could be revealed on the instant, doubtless some enrious and
instructive discoveries of simultaneous ideas would prove
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the fact that there is between these minds an unconscious
communion and sympathy.
No supernatural power need be invoked to explain this
phenomenon. Physiology will assist psychology to a solu
tion of the problem. The brain is the material—that is the
molecular—organ by which the operations called mental are
conducted. This brain is constructed of a countless multititude of fibres, so line that many millions of them are
contained within the compass of a sixpence. These fibres
are instruments of infinite and inconceivable delicacy.
They vibrate to waves of the atmosphere and respond to
vibrations of other brain fibres that are imperceptible to any
sense. Even the vastly coarser strings of a harp take up
waves of the atmosphere that our senses do not perceive,
and echo the sound made by other harp-strings in motion.
But the atmosphere is not the only medium for trans
mitting motion. Itself floats in a more pervading fluid
which physicists have agreed to call “ the ether.” Any
person who has witnessed the experiments of Professor
Tyndall with sensitive flames, showing how the atmosphere
in a large room cannot be stirred so slightly that the flame
will not betray the motion, will readily understand how the
vibration of the finest brain fibre may be communicated to
other brain fibres. The telephone is a still more startling
illustration of the multitudinous atmospheric waves imper
ceptible to our very obtuse senses, which can perceive only
the smallest fraction of the things and motions that sur
round us. But infinitely more delicate must be the waves
of the ether. They must penetrate the most compact
substance—solidity being only a human conception, not a
fact in nature. Brain action is brain motion. When any
mental act is done, the fibres of the brain are set in motion,
and of these motions the conscious self takes cognisance.
The psychological conclusion from this physiological fact
will be at once apparent. An idea ot thought in my mind
is attended with certain molecular movements of certain
fibres in my brain. The motion of those fibres in my brain
is communicated by ether waves to the corresponding fibres
in your brain, setting up in them a similar motion, precisely
as the harp that is played upon evokes the same tone from
the strings of the untouched harp. Those motions of my
brain impart to your brain identical impressions, and con
sequently we think and feel in unison—not, of course, always
in concert, but in the same direction.
These impulses communicated from brain to brain are not
perceived, at all times, because we are constructed to be con
scious of one impression only at one instant of time, and for
the most part consciousness is engaged in taking cognisance
of some other more vivid impressions. Moreover, some
brains are less sensitive than others—have coarser fibres—
and therefore are more slow to catch the finer impulses.
Let it be understood that this explanation is presented to
society not as the assertion of a proved fact, but merely as a
suggestion of the manner in which the undoubted pheno
mena of mental communion and sympathy might be accom
plished by purely natural means, without attributing them
to the supernatural, the miraculous, or the spiritual.
That it has a distinct existence as a distinct mental or
psychological faculty, is proved abundantly by the numerous
cases reported in the medical journals, and recorded by
eminent physicians of all countries, attesting an extraordinary
power of perception in patients suffering from cerebral or
nervous excitement. A few of the multitude so recorded
will suffice to satisfy society that like cases, occurring in
other abnormal conditions, are not necessarily untrue because
they are strange, and because physiology cannot at once
explain them.
A great service will be done to science if the abundant
proofs of natural exhibition of the phenomena should incline
the student not summarily to dismiss, as being delusions or
frauds, the like phenomena when produced artificially.
As already stated, the mechanism of man is constructed
for the support of his being in this molecular world.
It works in compliance with certain conditions imposed
upon it by the physical laws governing that world. The i
individual whose mechanism is in its normal state can receive i
intelligence from the external world only through the media i
of the senses. He can perceive nothing of whose presence i
and qualities the senses do not inform him, The eye conveys '
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forms and colours, the ear sounds. But in certain conditions
of the organism, when the machine is more or less disordered,
and its parts thrown “ out of gear,” perception by the self
appears to occur directly, without the intervention of the
senses. The evidence of this phenomenon is overwhelming.
No fact in science is supported by a larger array of proofs.
Ingenuity has exhausted itself in endeavours to find other
explanations of these phenomena. But the proofs are too
many and too well attested by competent observers to be
accounted for upon any theory of imposture or delusion.
If the cases reported in the medical journals and by
qualified observers were collected, they would fill many
volumes. Restricted space compels the selection of a few,
gathered from the multitude that offer themselves to the
student of psychology.
Considered in its physiological as in its psychological
aspect, two differing explanations have been suggested for
scientific inquiry.
The physiological explanation is the same as that offered
in explanation of somewhat similar phenomena occurring in
somnambulism.
The psychological process may be suggested as thus. If
the conscious self be an entity distinct from the body, which
is merely the material mechanism for communication
between the self and the material world, it is a reasonable
assumption that, when released from the conditions of its
world life, it will exist under the altered conditions of a
changed stage of being. Whatever the form in that new
existence, its structure will certainly be something other than
molecular, and therefore subject to such new conditions as
may be demanded by a new form of atomic structure. It is
not in itself improbable that, in this stage of being, in
certain abnormal states of the mechanism, the relationship
between the component parts of the triune structure—body,
mind, soul — may sometimes be so dislocated that the
conscious self can have a partial release from the condi
tions imposed by the material mechanism, and obtain percep
tions by impressions directly made. Certainly it will be so
under the conditions of a new state of being, which is not a
process of transformation, as is the vulgar notion, but of
evolution, as is the scientific view of the scheme of creation.
If this be a reasonable suggestion, it is not unreasonable to
ascribe the proved facts of mental communion of ideas and
of supersensuous perception to a like direct perception by the
conscious self without the interposition of any sense.
The following case was reported to me by a surgeon of the
Royal Artillery. It occurred some years ago.
A party of children, sons and daughters of the officers of artillery
stationed at Woolwich, were playing in the garden. Suddenly a little
girl screamed, and stood staring with an aspect of terror at a willow
tree there. Her companions gathered round, asking what ailed her.
“Oh !” she said, “ there—there. Don’t you see ? There’s papa lying
on the ground, and the blood running from a big wound.” All assured
her that they could see nothing of the kind. But she persisted,
describing the wound and the position of the body, still expressing her
surprise that they did not see what she saw so plainly. Two of her
companions were daughters of my informant (one of the surgeons of the
regiment), whose house adjoined the garden. They called their father,
who at once came to the spot. He found the child in a state of extreme
terror and agony, took her into his house, assuring her that it was only
“ a fancy,” and having given her restoratives, sent her home. The
incident was treated by all as being what the doctor had called it, and
no more was thought of it. News from India, where the child’s father
was stationed, was in those days slow in coming. But the arrival of
the mail in due course brought the information that the father of the
child had been killed by a shot, and died under a tree. Making allow
ance for difference in the counting of time, it was found to have been
about the moment when the daughter had the vision at Woolwich.

This case is of exceptional value, inasmuch as it occurred
in the presence of a large party, from two of whom I re
ceived it, and was vouched to me by the medical man who
heard the assertion of the child and treated it as a waking
dream.
As nothing was seen by her companions, it was clearly not
a ghost story. It admits of explanation as a case either of
supersensuous perception or of mental communion. The
child was (as in so many other instances of which the
evidence is overwhelming) in an abnormal condition. The
conscious self had power of perception by some other means
than the ordinary machinery of the senses. She perceived
her father himself, as he was, and not his ghost. To what
extent mental communion and sympathy may operate in the
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directing of such a perceptive power, or if it may not be the
sole agent, is a question that well deserves consideration.
A gentleman” of my acquaintance has, from childhood,
possessed this faculty in a very singular form. Deaths of
relatives are known to him, however distant they may be.
These are not, as are so many of such cases of supposed
clairvoyance, impressions remembered after the event or
suggested by previous knowledge of illness. He names at
the moment the impression upon his mind. His father
died suddenly while he was at Winchester School. He felt
the warning intimation, and told his schoolfellows that he
was sure his father was dead. A telegram afterwards
arrived calling him home, but announcing only severe illness
of the father. In fact he was dead, as the boy had declared.
This is not an accidental incident with him. It has occurred
many times.
The Rev. Chauncy Hare Townshend has reported the
following, which might possibly be the result of excessive
exaltation of the senses, but was more probably an instance
of supersensuous perception : —
The Chevalier Filippi, of Milan, doctor of medicine, and a most
determined opponent to mesmerism, has acknowledged to me that some
of liis patients, more particularly women after their confinement, when
suffering from nervous excitement, have distinguished the smallest
objects in darkness which appeared to him complete. The same physi
cian related to me the following occurrence :—Visiting a gentleman who
had an abscess, he found that the patient had not many hours to live ;
this, however, he did not tell him, but answered his inquiries about
himself as encouragingly as he could. Taking his leave, he shut the
door of the sick chamber, and passing through two other rooms, the
doors of which he also carefully shut, entered an apartment where some
friends of the patient were assembled. To these he said, speaking all
the time in that low and cautious tone which every one in a house
where illness is unconsciously adopts, “ The Signor Valdrighi (that
was the name of the invalid) is much worse. He cannot possibly
survive till morning.” Scarcely had he uttered these words when the
patient’s bell was heard to ring violently, and soon after a servant
summoned the doctor back again into his presence- “ Why did you
deceive me ?” exclaimed the dying man ; “ I heard every word you said
just now in the further apartment.’’ Of this extraordinary assertion he
immediately gave proof by repeating to the astonished physician the
exact expressions he had made use of. Subsequently, upon Dr. Filippi
testifying his surprise at this occurrence to the servants of Signor
Valdrighi, they declared that their master’s hearing had become so
acute since his illness that he had frequently told them all they had
been talking of in the kitchen, which was even more remote from the
sick room than the apartment before alluded to.

Perception by the mind through some other medium than
the senses could not be better authenticated. They are not
ghost stories, like so many that are presented to us. No
form was actually before the child in the garden. There
were, at least, twenty witnesses to tlie first who saw nothing,
though their attention was strongly directed to the imaginary
object.
Had the child been alone at the moment of the vision, and
credence been given to her statement of what she had seen,
it would have gone forth to the world as a wonderful ghost
story verified by the event. Nobody would have doubted
that the spirit of the father had appeared to the child. But
the noonday light and the presence of so many companions
prove that it was only a vision of the mind, which perceived
what, through the limited sense of sight, it could not
possibly have seen. Doubtless a vast number of the best
authenticated ghost stories are to be explained in the same
manner.
Having devoted much time and care to the inquiry, I am
satisfied that an experiment probably often witnessed by the
reader is explicable by supersensuous perception. It had
been exhibited in private rooms, but it was first introduced
as a public exhibition by Houdin. It was afterwards shown
in London by Anderson and his daughter. Other cases of
the possession of this faculty have been discovered since. The
most satisfactory (because of the conditions under which it is
produced and a great number of persons who witness it
together) is that of Little Louise, lately exhibited at the
“ Royal Aquarium.”
She is blindfolded and seated on a chair raised upon a pedestal just
above the audience and in the midst of them, so that many persons are
surrounding her throughout the experiment. She is about twelve
years old. Whatever the communioation, certainly it is not by sight;
for even had she the use of her eyes, nine-tenths of the objects
“described” by her are beyond or out of the range .of vision. Her
father goes among the seated audience, and asks to be shown some
thing. He says (and Anderson so informed me) that it is a condition
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of the experiment that the object should be seen by him. I was
desirous to detect the trick, if such it was. I tried various tests, producing a variety of articles in different parts of the room of my own
choosing. No objection was ever made to my standing anywhere.
Thus it was : I produced a key. “ What is this ? ” “ A key, papa.”
“ Anything on it ? ”
Yes, 36, Bussell-square, on the handle.” ’ Right.
This was answered without hesitation. Then a railway ticket. “ What
is this, Louise?” “A railway ticket, papa." “From where to
where 1 ” “ From Marlow to Paddington, papa.” “ What number 1 ”
“Two thousand one hundred and fifty-eight, papa.” Right also. I
produce a letter. “ What is this? ” “ A letter, papa.” “ What is the
address?” “Mr. Serjeant Cox, Moat Mount, Mill Hill N.W.”
Right. “ What is the postmark ? ” “ Hendon, N.W.” Right. Next
a seal. “ What is this ? ” “ A seal, papa.” “ What is on it ? ” She
described the crest correctly. “Any words?” “Yes, ‘Onward
Upward,’ papa.” Once more, a coin. “ What is this ? ” “ Money,
papa.” “What is on it?”- “A lot of queer marks, papa; I cannot
make them out.” It was a Chinese coin. I tried many more, but
these suffice to show the character of the exhibition. She never made
a mistake—never hesitated or paused for an answer. That the answer
came from her lips is certain, for many were close to her and saw and
heard her, as I did when the experiment was being tried by others.
How is this communication effected ? Is it a clever trick, or is it
supersensuous perception, or mental communion, or marvellous
memory ?
Many suggestions have been offered on the assumption of trick.
When I first witnessed it with Anderson and his daughter, I suspected
ventriloquism. She was placed upon a stage, far from the audience,
with her back turned to them, and I surmised that Anderson’s voice
was directed so as to appear to the audience as an answer re'turned by
her. He at once satisfied me that this conjecture was wrong by per
mitting me to stand at her elbow during the performance. The voice,
beyond question, came from her lips, for I saw them move, heard the
sounds, and when I placed my hand on them the answer was stopped.
Another suggestion is that the floor is supplied with communicating
wires which, when pressed by the foot of the father, convey to the
child by signs the answer to be given. The objection to this is that it
is much too ingenious. Objects are inspected in at least twenty different
parts of the large room of the Aquarium, and so many points of com
munication could not be concealed. To test this I continually changed
my position. But everywhere the answer was given as rapidly and
unerringly. Moreover, the experiment, tried in a private house where
no apparatus can possibly be introduced, is equally successful.
The most plausible suggestion has acquired some importance, because
it was asserted by Houdin himself. He states in his memoirs that his
son was educated to the work by an elaborate system of pre-arranged
signs. The tones of the voice of the questioner indicated the answer.
The signs were, he says, arranged thus : They stood before a shop
window, for instance, and agreed upon a different intonation or ex
pression for each familiar article there exhibited. Thus, by the special
manner of pronouncing in French the words, “What is this?” he
suggested the desired answer. Obviously this would not explain the
doings of Miss Anderson, Mademoiselle Prudence, Little Louise, and
others of Houdin’s successors. It is possible, but not probable, that a
vocubulary of tones and words might be agreed upon to indicate a
certain number of familiar objects—such as a watch, a seal, a hat, a
letter, and articles that an audience would be likely to have about them.
But no pre-arrangement could possibly anticipate the number upon a
door-key, the motto on a seal, the address of a letter, or the places and
numbers on a railway ticket. If a child of twelve years could be
taught the infinite variety of ideas that were to be expressed by an
equally infinite variety of mere tones, in simply saying, “ What is
this ? ” it would certainly be far more miraculous and really more inte
resting to mental philosophy and psychology than the assigning of it to
the abnormal condition in which supersensuous perception and mental
communion certainly occur.

The psychological explanation is simple, intelligible, and
rational.
The case is one of what is commonly called “ thought
reading,” but which is more correctly termed “ mental
sympathy.”
The mental impressions (that is, the motions of the fibres
of the brain that attend every mental act) of the father are
communicated to the brain fibres of the child; for as the
harp-strings vibrate in unison, so do the brain-strings.
Identity of brain action is identity of idea. Therefore, when
the father read the seal in my hand, tlie impression of it was
conveyed to her by the process of (1) motion of his communi
cating nerve of sight; (2) this motion communicated to the
connected brain fibres ; (3) perception of this by the conscious
self. Identical motions being set up on the child’s brain,
they produced in her identical mental impressions. Thus
what he saw she perceived, and doubtless these impressions
presented themselves to her conceptions as being the results
of actual vision.
The facts that prove a power of perception by some other
process than the medium of the senses are so numerous, that
a collection of them would fill many volumes. It is not found
in the condition of hypnotism alone. It occurs, as already
described, in natural somnambulism. It attends occasionally
upon fever. It has been seen, though rarely, where no
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abnormal state of the, mechanism can be detected. There is
some ground for concluding that it is a faculty possessed by
all human beings in varying degrees, but called into action
only under conditions of rare occurrence.
Physiology offers but an imperfect explanation of these
phenomena. It attributes them, not unreasonably, to an
excited state of the brain, consequent upon some diseased
condition of the structure, by which its sensitiveness is
increased to an extent that appears miraculous as compared
with the limited action of the healthy brain. This argument
is supported by reference to facts familiar to all, as, for
instance, the painful effect of very slight sounds upon fever
patients, and in many nervous disorders. Each sense is
undoubtedly capable of an excitement that largely multiplies
its capacity, and if the cases of supersensuous perception had
recorded nothing more than instances of extreme sensitive
ness to external impressions, the physiological theory might
be accepted as a complete solution of the problem.
In truth, but a fraction of the phenomena can be thus
accounted for. Allot to hysteria, to fever, to nervous excite
ment, all the cases in which the senses could have been acted
upon directly, there will be a residue of still more numerous
cases that admit of no such explanation—cases in which the
nerves of the senses could not have been acted upon, at
least according to any known physical law.
“ Mental sympathy and communion ” will explain many
more of these cases. The motions ■ of one brain setting up
like motions in another brain will account sufficiently for
many of the recorded instances of supposed supersensuous
perception. In such cases the patient has not perceived the
object itself, but only the reflection of it, as it were, from the
brain of the person en rapport with him. But .after these
also have been eliminated, there will be found a large
number of well-authenticated instances of perception of
things beyond the utmost range of the senses, however
exalted, and certainly not within the knowledge of any person
present.
Such cases have been unfortunately classified with others
partially resembling them, under the general name of chair-.
voyance. But this, like so many of the terms used in mental
and pneumatological science, implies an unproved cause, and,
therefore, is open to the grave objection, that it takes for
granted a certain state of things which probably is not the
true one. “ Clairvoyance,” or in plain English, “ clear see
ing,” assumes that the phenomena so designated. is an act
of vision ; that it is an abnormal exercise of the sense of
sight. The unhappy consequence of ' this and similar terms
implying foregone conclusions is that they provoke prejudices
not afterwards easily removed. When the phenomena so
termed are reported, it is contended, not unreasonably,
that inasmuch as we know the mechanism of vision and the
functions of the organ of sight, we know that the sense cannot
extend so far or be exercised at all under the conditions stated
in the alleged phenomena. These are, therefore, summarily
rejected as delusions or frauds, instead of being investigated,
with purpose to ascertain if there be any and what truth in
them, and what their value and .their sources—as science
would have been done eagerly if the name had provoked no
prejudices.
In this instance it will appear that the name has been too
hastily given to the phenomena; that they are not abnormal
operations of the sense of sight; that the objects are not
seen by the organ of vision ; that the process is by a mental
perception obtained by some other medium than the eye;
consequently that it is not “ clear-seeing ” at all, nor are the
bodily senses in any manner engaged in the process—that, in
truth, it is a supersensuous perception. Its sources and how
it is exercised are not yet discovered, but the proofs of its
existence are potent and abundant.
The existence of such a process of mental perception, not
alone without the aid of the senses, but under conditions in
which the senses would be ' impotent, is established by over
whelming evidence. No person who has carefully and
extensively examined the phenomena of somnambulism,
whether natural or artificial, has failed to find multiplied
proofs of it. The cases medically reported supply conclusive
evidence that supersensuous perception is naturally developed
in natural somnambulism. Very little experience of the
phenomena exhibited in artificial somnambulism will satisfy
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! the most incredulous that what is thus naturally exhibited
j in the one condition may be reproduced by art in the other
j condition. The physical or psychic causes of the pheno
; mena are, it is true, undiscovered as yet. But so are the
| causes of many other facts in science, which nevertheless are
i accepted as facts. After centuries of experiment, we are
! wholly ignorant now, as ever, by what process the magnet
lifts the steel: by what formative force our bodies are moulded;
what life is ; by what power a scratch is healed. We do not
deny nor dispute fact& because we cannot explain them. The
facts of somnambulism are not in themselves one whit more
wonderful nor more inexplicable than any other unexplained
facts—only they are not daily presented to us for explanation.

I

Like all other asserted facts, they are questions of
evidence alone. Three such volumes as this would not con
tain all its recorded cases. If every scientific observer of
psychological phenomena were to report only his own experi
ences, the records of supersensuous perception would fill a
library. I have personally witnessed many hundreds of
instances, exhibited under the most careful tests, in the
presence of the most competent observers. In this treatise,
a few only have been presented, not for lack of matter, but
for lack of space.
The explanatory theories have been many, but although
even the best of them are conjectural merely, they are of
value as showing that the phenomena are not supernatural,
but capable of being brought within the domain of science.
First, it is urged that they are not necessarily super
sensuous perceptions, but may be accounted for by abnormal
exaltation of the senses, such as is sometimes seen in fever
and other excited states of the brain and nerves.
The answer is decisive. The special perceptive power
now under consideration is not merely an extension of the
i senses ; it is found under conditions that preclude the
i exercise of the senses. The sense of hearing might con
ceivably be so excited as to recognise a footstep distant by a
mile, the ear being practically converted into a microphone.
The sense of sight might conceivably discern an object so
far off or so small as to be imperceptible save by an abnormally
sensitive nerve. But no such explanation will suffice for
things perceived through opaque substances, or placed out
) of the 1 ine of vision,unless wfcan conee iva o f ouaque subevanrns being penetrable hy some rays o f lig-di whion,
though imoerecpti01e m tlac mr malco ndiiion of obs rvnr co,
ase pnrcepiiblein some hbnormvl rOaert oS ymsibiHnTh, l■nceoi discotesu ofthe mictophope may umt improaayiy sunhvrt o soShtien of s^is, as sW hume nsher
problems in ffyrhoSoget Thate u^iaes m-tramevr psoves tlie
presence ohohe um of inaumornVle waver of iotiuI, io alight
ws to be enn-ldi ble to pr. nt reveaL to tlia on a mew w, riu,
fo flic mlcroacopc has opened a new world to the eye. This
reveloiion i- anoehcn proof hh tiw feet, so impoclvne to
pvynhoiogiooO scteIiCia that ouo sensur are conleeuoiece t- o eo
i value ontyan ing nitesimal poihioIl o- -he sooIi tsandsoimhs
ffirout p-i that biie i nvleibln awd inaudible wonld bywhmli
we ars eustoonded, nnd -f whane vety ox isSeueo wc liaoe no
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and these rays are themselves subject to conditions, one of
which is that they cannot pass through certain substances,
which are therefore called opaque, as substances through
which they can pass are called transparent. But light is
not the only force in action about us. There is another
force far more penetrating—the magnetic force—which per
meates all molecular structure. If, therefore, an intelligence
can be conceived having a mechanism contrived to receive
the impressions of the magnetic force, as the mechanism of
man is contrived to perceive the rays of light, to such a
being what we call ‘ ‘ opacity ’ ’ would not be. To him all would
be transparent. There would be no obstacle to his perception, but diminution of size by distance, and it is problematical if even such an obstacle could impede a perception
which would be almost boundless.
Psychology suggests, for as yet it is unable to prove, that
in this may be sought the solution of the problem of supersensuous perception. May it not well be that the conscious
self has, in certain abnormal states of the mechanism,
capacity to obtain perceptions of external objects directly, or
through some other medium than the mechanism of the
body. For an instance. Isolated from the influence of the
bodily senses and the conditions of their action (which is
the actual condition in somnambulism), may not the conscious self be enabled to exercise its own larger percipient
powers somewhat as they may be expected to exist when
that self is wholly severed from the body? May it not con
ceivably—nay, probably—be enabled then to obtain percep
tions of external objects by means of the waves of the
magnetic or electric force, as in the normal condition of the
mechanism it sees by perception of the waves of light?
Again; is it not reasonably probable that in some conditions
of the mechanism there may be perception of the waves of
the ether (the senses can perceive only the waves of the
atmosphere) ? In either of such cases, to the conscious self
there would be no opacity. Every substance would be
transparent, and no interposing molecular matter would
suffice to prevent that perception. This must be the future
condition of soul, if there be a life hereafter. May not that
power of independent perception be exercised more or less
here, under certain abnormal conditions, when the mechanism
is thrown out of gear and the conscious self is partially
emancipated from the restraints and conditions imposed
upon it by the needs of its present state of evolution ?
Thus does another stage of our examination of the
mechanism of man in action compel us to the same conclu
sion—that the man is not material, that is to say, of mole
cular structure, merely; that the conscious self is a definite
existing entity, distinct from the molecular structure,
exhibiting its individuality and independence in a continuous
series of extra-corporeal perceptions and expressions, pre
sented in the familiar phenomena of dream, as in the other
more rare abnormal conditions of delirium, insanity, som
nambulism, catalepsy, mental sympathy, and communion
and supersensuous perception? In all of these we find the
common feature of a severance, more or less, of the con
scious self from the influence of the senses—a loosening of
the links that bind it to the material structure, with a
temporary exercise of that independent action which may be
reasonably looked for when the severance is completed by
the dissolution of the molecular mechanism with which the
soul (or self) is clothed for the [impose of existence in ;.t
molecular world.

CAPE JASK.
Sl'iiutualisji has taken root at Cape Jask, on the borders of the
Persian Gulf, and in one of the hottest regions on the face of the earth.
A correspondent sends us the following description of the place :—■
Jask, or Jaslik, appears as a small coast-“ town’’ on the borders of
Beloochistan, in any ordinary map of Asia, in (approximately) lat.
25' 45" N., long. 57' 15" E. In reality Jask is an unpretending Belooch
village, presided over by the usual “ Slieikh ; ” its inhabitants are more
or less nomadic: and tlieir huts—while they last—-may sometimes
number one hundred. This village is situated in a rather deep bay,
and is twelve miles from our own telegraph station, which, for political
reasons principally, was located on the narrow neck forming the pro
montory termed Cape Jask. We established ourselves here in 1808, as
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the spot offered, I believe, more conveniences in every way than our
previous station, Mussendom, on the opposite coast, a spot devoid of
everything but pure and simple rock and sea. When we arrived, even
this place presented nothing enticing; in place of the highlands of
Mussendom we found lowlands of sand, which we built and vegetated
on. The station being, as I said, a dozen miles from the village of
Jask—the only place where supplies could be procured in quantity—
you can imagine how badly everyone of us fared for the necessaries of
life. However, as money is apparently the same in all lands, money
soon induced first one and then another of the villagers to briug in
supplies to satisfy the ordinary wants of nature ; and as they found the
British raj, or prestige, great (by reason of a never-failing supply of
coin), and that labour was required, it was not long before quite as
large, and as worthy a collection of huts on the promontory appeared as
had existed since the days of Alexander, and that, too, months before
our own were finished.
Our own buildings were, for reasons not generally known, but which
may easily be guessed, very massively built, low, and with a breasthigh parapet running all round the perfectly level roofs.
The telegraph village, which has sprung up since our arrival, consists
of about 150 huts, with a population of perhaps 500 souls. The latter
are permanent residents, as they in the main comprise the Government
menial establishment, together with their wives and belongings. A
number of outsiders are gradually drawing nearer day by day to the
boundary line dividing the British limits and Persian land. The natives
suffer most atrociously at the hands of their own sheikhs and sirdars,
who do not scruple to pillage them of nearly all they possess whenever
an opportunity offers ; hence their anxiety to get within British juris
diction, for they are perfectly well aware of the fact, patent to everyone
in India and the East, that security and peace are always found inside
English limits. Prudence forbids any such near acquaintance in
quantity: for although the Beloochee at a distance is generally of com
manding appearance, I regret to say that any admiration for him is
entirely dissipated immediately he takes your hand with the usual
“ Salaam Ali-kum ” or “ Bismillah.” He smells horribly, and is fear
fully uncanny in his behaviour. For instance, a Belooch chief, or any
of his suite (ill-clad warriors of the Red Indian type, but without their
grace or beauty), does not hesitate, should the introduction go beyond
mere formalities, to squat on the cleanest linen yon have, or stain your
newly purchased couch with his unshod feet, or soil your last and
treasured photographs. When I say that a Belooch is never washed
but once in his life, and that at his birth, need I say more ? I could give
your readers some rather good anecdotes of these people. I may, some
day.
Those who are not British subjects acknowledge Meer Abdul Nubi
and Meer Alias their chiefs. These two are subject to the Governor of
Bunder Abbas, who is himself appointed by the Shah. Meer Abdul
and the other grandee cordially hate each other, and are always “looting ”
one another’s followers. Should the people “looted” be unable to gain
redress at the hands of the looters, they come to us for justice, which
means support enough to go and loot in return. Of course we decline
promptly. Abdul Nubi goes out occasionally on exploring excursions,
either along the coast, or into the interior. His domicile is at Jask,
where he has a so-called fort, mounting one gun, which is supposed to
have been a bit of plunder too. While away his dame, a lassie averaging
forty-five summers, assumes command of the fort and gun, and, if
rumour speaks the truth, she makes a far better soldier than her
husband. Meer Ali, chieftain No. 2, is not always to be found near
Jask. His explorations are of a more unassuming character ; that is
to say, he forages in a more quiet and unostentatious style. Both chiefs
visit the telegraph station whenever they are advised that our usual
supplies of European stores have arrived.
H. H.
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Was Geobge Combe a Medium ?—At page 181 in first vol.’of the Life
of George Combe, it is stated that he considered his “Essay on Re
sponsibility ’’ as an effusion, rather than a scientific paper. Writing
and reading it afforded him the greatest delight he had ever experienced
in this world. Writing about it to the Rev. Dr. Welsh, 11th February,
1820, he says:—“Right or wrong, it was the spirit of inspiration that
produced it, for it poured forth in torrents from the pen, at the rate of
four and a quarter pages of my close MS. per hour, without premedi
tation, and almost without requiring a word of alteration in the style.”
Public Tests.—Last Sunday week, after Mr. J. W. Fletcher had
finished the ordinary service at the Cavendish Rooms, he, through his
mediumship, began to tell those present what spirits he saw. The
following were some of the cases :—1. I see a boy in trouble ; now he is
on the sea, dressed like a sailor ; he is much larger now. Again he
appears. I see him walking down the street; be staggers and drops
dead. The name of “James” appears. He is near that gentleman
(indicating a gentleman at the back of the hall, a stranger to the
medium). The test was recognised. 2. An old man walks up and
down the aisle; he looks eighty years old; he comes to some one
whose name is Frederick; his own name is William P----- ; and his
coming is in answer to a desire on the part of that gentleman. After a
short message, the spirit was recognised by his son.
A young girl
comes to her mother; she has been gone some time; she wishes to
comfort her mother over recent troubles, &c. I see “ April 28th, 18(14,”
after which is “Annie.” Recognised as being the daughter of a lady
present, the date given being the day of her death ; the communication
correct in every particular. 4. A gentleman spirit, whose name is
Henry- B----- , conies to his two brothers, Charles and Philip. Recog
nised by a gentleman present. 5. Sister Mary, a lovely spirit, comes
to her two sisters. Recognised by a lady. Mr. Fletcher is now regu
larly conducting a Sunday school, or Lyceum, in the morning, and a
service in the evening, at the Cavendish Rooms.
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DR. HALLOCK’S LAST LETTER HOME.

The following is an extract from the last letter of Dr.
Hallock to Mrs. Hallock. It was dated Hew York, January
17th, 1879, that is to say, the day before he died
You must know that I have been dabbling to the extent
of one dollar in a benevolent lottery, and, moreover, that I
have drawn the prize against forty competitors for it. Do
you know what is an “ Afghan ? ” I do not, but I have
reason to believe that it is a worsted fabric more or less
artistically constructed for the purpose of spreading over the
laps of well-to-do ladies when they take carriage exercise for
the purpose of getting up their appetites for dinner. Now
for a full and complete understanding of my interest in this
work of art, I must refer you to the two numbers of the
Spiritualist—one for December 20th, and the other for
December 27th-—containing a very interesting account of a
Miss Fancher. Blind, with but one hand to work with, and
with the work done over the back of her head, where mortal
eyes would have been of no use had she been able to see with
them, the colours all selected by herself and worked into the
fabric with great taste and skill, that Afghan as a physical
fact has a value that cannot be measured by money. I have
seen the girl. I think there is not a greater marvel to be
found in any of the well-attested records of human expe
rience. How, as the Afghan has been exhibited at the Con
ference here, and also at' the Republican Hall, two or three
times at each place, it occurred to me that the best use
that it could be put to would be to send it to you (should a
convenient opportunity offer), that you might leave it for a
reasonable time on exhibition at the rooms of the British
Association of Spiritualists, or do with it whatever else your
better judgment may suggest. I think such of our British
friends as take an interest in the narrative of Miss Fancher,
as contained in the Spiritualist, will be glad to see this
specimen of her work. It was after much persuasion that
Mr. Partridge prevailed upon her to allow him to dispose of
the work for money ; but having gained her consent, he took
this method, which resulted in forty dollars for Miss Fancher,
and the ownership of the Afghan by
Doc,

Dawson Rogers at the Council, which was so .worded as to
cover subjects which the Council while passing, it never in
tended, and my applying them also to the motions in com
mittee of Mr. Bennett, seconded by Mr. Rogers, dealing
with the said subjects which the Council never intended,
and in the absence of members of the committee who would
have liked to have voted thereon had they known what was
under consideration. I now write to publicly withdraw the
two words “ tricd' and “ subterfuge," my reason for so doing
being personal respect for you, sir, and because you are
President of the body in which these things took place.—
Truly yours,
W. II. Harbison.
Alexander Calder, Esq.

At the formation of the National Association of Spirit
ualists, and in consequence of the semi-mistake of esta
blishing a very large Council, not a few persons who had
never made any mark in the movement were put on the
managing body, simply because each of them was proposed
by some personal friend. In the subsequent working, the
majority of well-known Spiritualists have been absentees at
Council meetings, especially of late, and the untried people
who were put on in the way already mentioned have been
having everything their own way. Matters might be put
right by reorganising the Council, reducing its number to,
say, twelve efficient persons appointed by a general election.
We have no doubt that three-fourths of those who are now
practically managing the Association would not be chosen
by the members. At all events, nobody has any right to
object to the putting of this question to a full and free vote.
MR. TYEEMAN IN ENGLAND.

The Rev. John Tyerman, who has done some of the
hardest work in connection with the pioneering of Spirit
ualism in Australia, is now in England, and lectured last
Sunday at the Doughty Hall, London. We believe his
stay in this country will be brief, and hope that before he
departs, this faithful worker will tell us much about
Spiritualism at the Antipodes.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SPIRITUALISTS.

Mr. C. C. Massey has sent the following letter to Mr.
Harrison;—

HEALING AT A DISTANCE.

The New Testament tells how St. Paul sent “ aprons to tlio sick," andtlioy

My Dear Harrison,—I see that the Council has adopted
the recommendation of the General Purposes Committee,
relating to the termination of your tenancy, after having
its attention distinctly called to the circumstances
under which the committee entertained and decided that
question.
I have, therefore, written to the secretary withdrawing
myself from the Association, and itismy intention to transfer
my subscription for the future to the “ Guarantee Fund of
The Spiritualist ” newspaper.
There is an error which I should be glad to have
corrected. Mr. Stainton Moses, in his kind remarks about
me with reference to my retirement from the Council, is
reported to have said that my “ decision to leave the
‘ Association ’ was final.” That is, no doubt, a mistake in
the report. When I wrote my letter which was before the
Council, I had no intention whatever of leaving the Asso
ciation, though I wished to retire from active participation
in its business. I must, however, add that at no time
would I have remained a member after it had once become
evident that the influence which seems to be at length pre
dominant, must prevail. But upon that subject, since I
have now ceased to be interested in the principles upon
which the affairs of the Association are conducted, I have
as little right as inclination to enlarge. You are at liberty
to publish this letter.—Yours very truly,
'
C. C. Massey.
Temple, February 15, 1879.

Mr. Harrison has sent the following letter to Mr.
Alexander Calder, President of the Association :—
11, St. Mioliael’s-terrace, Folkestone, Feb, 17, 1879.

Dear Sib,—I believe that you did not like my applying
the words “ tried' and “ subterfuge to the motion of Mr.

recovered. Are there many authenticated eases of persons having been
similarly cured by mesmerised fabrics ? Wo quote tlio following from the
Banner of Light:—
“ While reading the Banner of July 18th, I noticed an articlo concerning
Dr. J. It. Newton, the healer, of Yonkers, N. Y. And I would like to add my
testimony to the long list of porsons who havo boon benefited by his treat
ment, hoping to encourage somo poor sufferer to make tlio trial that I did.
After a long and painful illness, and after many previous discouraging trials
and failures with other physicians, I concluded to writo to Dr, Newton,
describing my disoaso, which was perhaps the worst ease of lamenoss on
record, caused by cancerous affections of tlio right foot, limb, arm, and wrist,
with the most excruciating pains in the bones and all through the body;
nodos gathering and broaking, indurated ulcers three and a half to four inekos,
&c., &c., preventing sleep for weeks. I was porfeotly helpless, and when I
could walk at all was obliged to use crutches. I had been a great sufferer for
four years.
“ Aftor receiving two mesmorised lotters from the doctor I was enabled to
go about considerably at ease, to sleep and oat well; and ere tlrrco months
had passed I was enjoying myself, travelling with ease, and I feel that I can
now safely say that I am woll, quite well. It is impossible for mo to deseribo
what a sufferer I was, and tho bonofit and roliof I havo oxporicncod
through this treatment, and wholly at a distance from Dr. Newton, and not
having soon him. Words fail to oxpress tho gratitude and unbounded pleasure
1 fool.
“ MltS. CoBDEIIA It. IlAV.
1J Sluyvcsant-avcnue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

A Swrit Message.—Men will soon recognise the fact that every
human being has an immortal soul; that that soul cannot be lost, nor,
indeed, was ever in danger of being so, and that that soul is capable of
improvement without limit. When they perceive these great truths,
your prisons, your penitentiaries, your gaols will be doomed, and in
their place will arise those great moral hospitals which will do so much
to regenerate mankind. There men will be first taught to earn their
living, and to pay by their labour for their own support, whilst they
will be able to accumulate such excess as they may earn for their own
use when they are fit to be trusted again amongst their fellow men.
Instead of by prison rules and harsh regulations, the prisoner will be
won over to virtue by the actual love of those who endeavour to help
him ; he will have every incitement, every inducement to pursue a lile
of virtue, whilst preparing himself to renew the battle in the outside
world. Men will then bo sentenced, not to penal servitude or solitary
confinement, but to be sent to a hospital until reformed.—Harbinger of
Light (Melbourne).
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HENRY SLADE IN AUSTRALIA.
Tiie highly successful career of Dr. Slade in Australia has, as usual,
raised up professional imitators of genuine manifestations, whereby
some excitement has been caused. The following is from The Melbourne
Evening Herald, of November 26th, 1878 :—
PROFESSOR BALDWIN AND DR. SLADE.

There was a large attendance at St. George’s Hall last evening to
witness the clever entertainment of Professor and Mrs. Baldwin. One
of the items in the programme was the slate-writing of Dr. Slade, and
considerable curiosity was manifested as to how this was done. As
will be seen later on, during the expose of the Slade writing the audience
were treated to a sensational item not on the programme. Professor
Baldwin, on Saturday night, had denounced Slade as an impostor and a
humbug, and challenged him to a public test of his slate-writing. Last
evening, just before exposing the slate-writing, Mr. Baldwin again
denounced Slade, and others like him, who prey on the sorrows and
sufferings of poor weak women. Professor Baldwin declared that he
discovered Slade’s modus operandi by means of a mirror in a locket,
and that when in America he used a table similar to that now on the
stage. The table was not unlike that used by Slade, but something
smaller. The leaves were, however, supported by an arm, which, when
they are let down, fits into a slot; and when the leaves are up, the place
into which the arm fits presents an opening of about four inches, into
which a small slate can be placed, and held while the writing is done.
Mr. Baldwin states that tables of a similar kind are much used in
America, but that the slot or opening was not necessary for the per
formance of the trick. Mr. A. P. Martin sat at the table, and the
audience saw how easily the slate-writing was done. The sound as of a
pencil writing was produced, as the Herald stated some time since it
could be, by the finger-nail. The illusion was complete, and the sitter
at the table with the professor was much puzzled, while the audience
were thoroughly enlightened. After the operation Mr. Terry, at whose
premises Dr. Slade performed, and who was on the stage as one of the
committee, rose and said that the earlier part of the entertainment was
a fair representation of the Davenport seanee, but that the slate-writing
was but a miserable imitation of Dr. Slade’s seanees, and that Mr.
Baldwin had made misstatements about Dr. Slade; further, that there
was no slot in Dr. Slade’s table ; that he had a larger slate, which was
covered with writing. Mr. Winter, who sat in the body of the hall,
said that he and another pressman had attended Slade’s performances
on three occasions, and had arrived at the conclusion, published a.t the
time, that the whole affair was a clever trick; that Professor Baldwin’s
expose was a fair duplication of the slate-writing which he (the speaker)
witnessed at Slade's ; that there was no slot in Slade’s table, but that
Mr. Baldwin had just stated, and had demonstrated to him in private, that
a slot was not necessary; that the slateshe brought to Slade were small, and
that at two seances only two or three words were written on the slate,
such as “We will try,” “We cannot;” that these words were very
indistinctly written; but that at the third seanee, in the evening, at
which three persons besides Dr. Slade were present, a long message
was given on a slate picked up by Dr. Slade from behind him, and that
it was the unanimous opinion of the three investigators that that mes
sage, which was a general one, and written clearly and well, was on the
slate before it was used by Dr. Slade. After Mr. Winter sat down, Mr.
Baldwin said the discussion could not then be continued, but that he
would be glad to pay half the expenses of that or any other hall for
Sunday evening, and would discuss spiritualistic phenomena with Mr.
Terry or any one else. He then took from his pocket a roll of notes,
and said, “ I have here about £25 or £30. I will place this sum in the
hands of auy respectable man, and if Dr. Slade will give a sitting to
Mr. Winter, Mr. Terry, and myself, I will give him £5 for every word
he writes on a slate. My manager will give Dr. Slade, or any other
medium, £20 to come on the stage and get any manifestations.”
Further, the Professor said he would give £50 to every medium w’lio
would do anything which he could not do and explain after witnessing
it three times. Turning to Mr. Terry he said, “We have a simple
way of doing these things in our country. When any money is at stake
we say, ‘ Put up, or shut up.’ ” The performance then went on, some
persons chaffing Mr. Terry, when Mr. Baldwin at once interfered, and
reminded his audience that Mr. Terry was his guest on that stage, and
should be treated like a gentleman. During the evening Mr. Baldwin
indicated how mediums got their feet free, and stated that he had shown
to two gentlemen from the Herald, how by means of a pair of “ box”
shoes, lie.could get his feet out, and yet the shoes remain as firm as
though his feet were in them ; so that any person who kept his feet on
top of such shoes would believe that the medium’s feet were in them,
while they were out producing manifestations all the time.
After the performance, Mr. Winter asked Mr. Terry whether he had
any objection to allow him to again examine Dr. Slade’s table. Mr.
Terry very courteously offered to show it at once, and to permit Mt.
Baldwin to examine it, and a start was made for that gentleman’s place
of business in Russell-street, which was found closed and in darkness,
but which he opened and lighted up. Mr. Terry was most courteous
to our representative during the evening (for which we thank him), and
is evidently an earnest and sincere believer in Dr. Slade’s mediumship
and spiritual phenomena generally. The table was examined, and
found to be larger than that used by Mr. Baldwin. There was, how
ever, no slot in it. Tho arm, which in Baldwin’s table is movable, so
that the leaves of the table may be let down, is in Slade’s tabic a fixture,
so that there is no need of a slot for it to fall into, as the leaves cannot
be closed. Baldwin, however, pointed out at once that this fixed arm
formed an excellent support to place a slate against; and while it was
held there by the little finger of the right hand a few words
call be readily and quickly written by the thumb and fore
finger with a small piece of pencil — the smaller the better.
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He further declared that to-night he would not use the slot in his
table, but would do the trick without it. He said, moreover,
that he would make a declaration, before any magistrate, that he dis
covered how Slade did the writing by means of a locket mirror, and
that it was a trick, and that the table used by Slade in New York
was similar to that which he (Baldwin) had used that evening at St.
George’s Hall. Mr. Winter, being a justice of the peace, was pre
pared to take the declaration, when Mr. Baldwin went on to say that
Slade was a swindler and an impostor. At this, Mr. Terry fired up,
and declared that no such language should be used in his room, as he
knew well that Slade was as honest a man as Baldwin, if not more
so. Baldwin was ready to reiterate his statement, and Terry was ready
to champion his friend’s cause by doing battle for it. Coat sleeves went
up a little, and matters looked ominous. It seemed as though the room
was to be cleared for action, and Mr. Winter got ready to take the dying
depositions of one or both of the champions. However, the storm blew
over, and quiet reigned again. Baldwin asked where Slade was, and
was informed that he had left for Ballarat that morning, and would
probably be absent for about a week. The seimee-exposer then repeated
his previous offer to put up £25 or £30, and pay Slade twice the usual
fee, if he would give a sitting to Mr. Winter, Mr. Terry, and himself;
and also to give Mr. Slade five pounds per word, for every word he
wrote upon a slate, while held by him (Baldwin). Further, to tie two
slates together with a bit of string, and to give Slade five pounds for every
word he wrote within the two slates. Baldwin pointed out that as Slade
worked for money—so much per sitting—he was afforded an opportunity
of making a considerable sum, if his manifestations are not the results of
trickery and fraud. One of the Spiritualists present, a thorough believer
in Slade, thought this a fair offer, and considered that the seanee should
be arranged for. The question of Dr. Slade’s manifestations now narrows
itself down to a very small point. Baldwin declares that the writing
can be done by pressing the slate against the arm of Slade’s table, and
we have ascertained by experiment that this can be done. To do this,
however, it would be necessary that Slade’s hand, with the slate on it,
and a portion of his arm, should be under the table. The believers in
Slade, of whom there were two present, declared that at no time is his
hand out of sight. Our representatives, one and all, aver that, at every
seanee at which they attended, Slade’s hand and arm were under the
table for some seconds, under pretence of asking the spirits if they
“would write for the gentlemen,” and that, during this time, there was
noticeable a peculiar gurgling and coughing noise in Slade's throat,
which was no doubt adopted partly to drown any sound raised by the
pencil writing, and partly to distract the attention of sitters. As Slade
is still giving sittings, there should be no difficulty in ascertaining
whether or not his hand, with a slate in it, is ever under the
table, even for a second. If it be, then the trick is very easy, as any
one can write a few words in the manner shown by Baldwin. If long
messages are wanted, a pin, spirits of wine, or sleight of hand and
cheek are all that are necessary to produce them. These are only
attempted when believers are present. Our representatives say they
were not favoured with a slate full of writing.
In order to call to mind the view which our representatives took of
Slade’s performances at the time, we publish condensed reports of the
seances, which appeared in the Herald. Let it be remembered that the
articles were written before the arrival of the Baldwins in Melbourne,
and if the suggestions as to the mode of doing the trick made therein
are similar to those now publicly made by Professor Baldwin, the coin
cidence arises from the fact that these were the rational solutions of the
so-called phenomena, and that where these could be accounted for by
natural means, our representatives preferred accepting that solution of
the mystery to rushing off for an explanation to the supernatural. As
these articles have appeared before, we print them now in small type.
Those who are interested in the subject will no doubt overcome the
difficulties of reading it, while there will be all the less to skip for those
who do not care for Slade or Sladeism.
On the 30tli August we published an account of our first seanee with
Slade, from which we extract the following:—
“In response to an invitation from Mr., or, as he is known to the
Spiritists, “ Dr." Slade, the writer and another member of the Herald
staff attended at the establishment of Mr. Terry, bookseller, &c., in
Russell-street, at ten o’clock on the morning of the 21st inst. We found
Mr. Slade to be a young man of some thirty years of age, an American,
but muscular and powerfully built, with nothing of the lank and lean
appearance which Britishers usually ascribe to Americans. We were
duly ushered in a small, neatly-furnished, well-lighted room upstairs,
with one large window in it. In the centre of the room was a table of
rather peculiar make, inasmuch as the legs were close together in the
centre, the sides extending beyond the supports. The table was not
unlike an ordinary dressing-table, on the frame of which a cover much
too large had been fixed. A careful examination failed to show any
concealed works, nor is it probable that there are any.
“In answer to an inquiry, Mr. Slade stated that he did not promulgate any theory as to how the manifestations which took place in his
presence were accounted for. He said, however, that they were not
produced by him. At a subsequent sitting he intimated that he
employed his talents as a medium in obtaining messages from deceased
friends and relatives of those who choose to consult him.
“ On being seated, Mr. Slade was at one end of the table, opposite the
window, and just in front of the legs of the table. As a rule, he sat
sideways on the chair, so that his legs were not under the table ; but
their position was frequently changed. It may be mentioned, en passant,
that he wore slippers, which could, if necessary, bo slipped off and on
easily. One of us sat at the side of the table ou his right hand, in such
a position that his feet could be occasionally seen. The other sat with
his back to the window, opposite tho medium.
“ Our hands were placed on the table, touching. Soon raps, of a
muffled and somewhat peculiar nature, were heard, which were accepted
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as evidence that spirits were about. We had brought with us two new
slates—one a small folding-slate, the other an ordinary child’s slate.
The slates were marked, so that they could not be changed. On the
face of the slate was placed a small piece of slate pencil, about the size
of a grain of wheat. The slate was then placed under the table, and
there held by Mr. Slade with his right hand, his left being on the table,
touching ours. Soon after, the sound as of a pencil writing on a slate
was heard, and on the slate being produced an indistinct written mes
sage was found upon it. We were informed that the writing would
improve, and subsequent messages, of which there were several, were
somewhat more legible. Mr. Slade then handed the slate to us to hold,
but no writing was effected on it, and the mysterious power intimated,
on another slate, held by the medium, that it could not write for us.
Meanwhile, Mr. Slade informed us of the wonderful feats occasionally
performed in his presence, keeping up what sceptics irreverently term
‘ conjurers’ patter.’ The one nearest to Mr. Slade then held the slate
in his right hand under the table; but there was no writing, though, on
one occasion, the slate was jerked in a violent manner from the table.
A piece of pencil was next placedin the folded slate, the covers of which
were closed by the medium, and the slate placed on the shoulder of the
person sitting next to Mr. Slade. A sound as of writing was heard, and
on opening the slate a few words, in answer to a query by the medium,
were found written. A small slate was placed under the table, Mr.
Slade holding it in his right hand, and the person sitting next to him
pressing it close to the under side of the table with his left hand;
sounds of writing were again heard, and on the slate being produced, a
message was written upon it. The chair of the person next to Mr.
Slade was suddenly and violently pushed back a few inches, and, so far
ns any manifestations to us were concerned, they were invariably vouch
safed to the one sitting close to the medium; whether it was because of
his proximity, or in consequence of his greater disposition to believe
and praise, rather than to sneer or scoff, neither of us has yet
determined.
“ A small mark was then made on the slate, and the piece of pencil
placed on this mark. A full-sized wooden pencil was then laid on the
slate, which was held under the table in one hand by Dr. Slade. In a
few seconds the large pencil was seen flying across the room, and on
the slate being produced, the small pencil was found on the mark
where it had been placed, the inference being that it was impossible for
Mr. Slade to have thrown the other pencil without disturbing the
smaller one, which, by the way, does not follow.
“ One of us asked if the power would not move the pencil slowly, so
that we might see it moving about the room; and although the medium
informed us that this was sometimes done, the pencil moving so
slowly that it might be caught in the hand, no such convincing proof
of mysterious power was afforded us. At some small distance away
was an ordinary toilet table, and we were told that the power occa
sionally levitated articles of furniture. We asked that this table might
be moved. Mr. Slade then asked the power if this could be done,
and placed the slate under the table with the small piece of pencil on
it for an answer. On being produced, the words, ‘ We will do all we
can,’ were found written on the face of it. The table was not moved,
nor was the pencil levitated slowly, as requested. We were, however,
informed that these manifestations would be given on some future
occasion, as the power increased with repeated sittings. We frankly
admitted that we were unbelievers, and asked that some unmistakable
demonstration of mysterious power should be granted to us, but it
came not.
“Once, on raising our hands slowly together, the table rose a few
inches from the ground, remained poised for a second or two, and then
descended suddenly. During the time the table was being moved, the
person sitting next to Mr. Slade kept his foot on the medium’s feet,
and he declares that he did not feel them move. So ended the first
seance,
“ Looking at the conditions to ascertain if one of us would be per
mitted to sit away from the table, we found it distinctly set out that
all present must join hands. Shortly after being seated at the table
raps were heard, and Mr. Slade informed us that the force was strong.
Soon after, the table behind, and at some distance from the medium,
was thrown over with great force. ■ Very little writing was done, the
power not being propitious. Both of us again held the slate, but were,
ns before, informed on a slate held by Mr. Slade that no writing could be
done for us. The chair close to one of us, and at a considerable
distance from the medium, quite beyond the reach of his feet or hands,
now turned suddenly over. We asked to have the gymnastic move
ment repeated, and though the power, as at the previous sitting,
promised to do all that he, she, or it could, the chair was not again
moved. Shortly after, a slate held by Mr. Slade under the tabic
seemed to dart suddenly forward. The slate, indeed, often did this,
the medium declaring that it was pulled by some invisible power, and
that he could not retain it. On the present occasion, the slate moved
with great violence, but did not leave Mr. Slade’s hands. A loud
crash was heard, and the slate, on being again produced, was found
with a large hole punched in its centre. An accordion was now pro
duced and placed under the table, and while waiting for some music,
celestial or infernal—it mattered not which—Mr. Slade’s cane sud
denly fell into the room from an opposite corner to that at which he
was sitting. The medium had placed his hat, coat, and cane in a
corner of the room, from which the cane appeared to have travelled
unbidden, and in a most demonstrative manner. Altogether, the
spirits on this occasion were boisterous in their manifestations. The
force was unmistakably strong, and the medium appeared from time
to time much agitated. A bell was now placed on the floor under the
table. Mr. Slade sat sideways, one foot away from the table, and on
the other one of us placed his foot. The power had promised us to
play the accordion, but did not keep bis word. While the instrument
was under the table" the sliding top was wrenched off and jerked across
the room. Some few notes were touched, but no tune was played.

The bell here suddenly made its appearance, coming up between Mr.
Slade and the person who sat next to him, striking the latter on the
shoulder, and falling on the table. The small table again turned
turtle, and the medium appeared greatly frightened and distressed.
Here the seance ended, Mr. Slade inviting each of us to drop in some
evening, when he would be more at liberty than in the daytime, and
when he believed we should witness the manifestations which we
so much desired. With respect to the levitating of the furniture, Mr.
Slade believes that can be accounted for by the electricity engendered
in the atmosphere, but the writing lie declares to be directed by some
higher intelligence. He appears to regard it as his greatest feat, and
it certainly is marvellous.”
The Herald then adds another of its reports, describing a seance.
TRACES OF LAW IN THE ABBE AR ANGES OF SBIRITS,
EMBODIED AND UNEMBODIED.
*
BY W. STAINTON MOSES, MA.

The chief value of these meetings has always seemed to
me to be that they afford a regular and simple means of
interchange of thought and experience for those who are
interested in a common pursuit. Here we may bring our
ideas, our experiences, our difficulties, and our theories, with
the certainty that they will meet with patient attention and
careful sifting. As an educational process this is simply
necessary.
At the present moment it is simply invaluable. And this
view it is that influences me in doing what I can to keep up
the interest in these meetings. We have come to a crisis in
the public—mind, not at all in the domestic or private—
development of Spiritualism. That has come to pass which
they, whose eyes have been open to the tendency of events,
have seen to be inevitable.
A constant repetition of phenomena, unexplained by a
coherent philosophy ; the reiterated discovery of fraud ; the
wide prevalence of folly; the frequent suggestion of untruth,
have shaken the popular mind. Phenomenal Spiritualism
does not satisfy; and there has gone up, there is going up
all round us, a cry, which to me is one of most pathetic
earnestness, for something that shall satisfy the inner yearning
that cannot feed on these husks.
Phenomenal Spiritualism not only does not satisfy this
craving, it introduces a gradually-increasing element of
uncertainty and perplexity into the mind. The border-land
bet ween the world of matter, and that to which the gates that
are set ajar give access, is a land of fantasy : a land where
human judgment finds itself without a standard to which it
can always appeal; a land where the canons of human
criticism are little worth, and where human experience
ransacks the past in vain for precedents, and finds (as George
Macdonald puts it in David Elginbrod) that “ verisimilitude
is no essential element of truth.”
The mental attitude engendered by this introduction to a
new order of things is one of insecurity. The mind was
never yet constructed, I believe, which (being healthy and
sound) can continue to observe a number of phenomena
without seeking to discover the law that governs them. The
time comes to all of us—to some later than to others—when
we must strive after this law. Its discovery, however, is no
easy matter.
For, first, it is not easy to know what is a fact—to
differentiate the true from the false when we have no known
standard, and when what seems true shades so imperceptibly
into what seems false. It is not easy, when one has not the
key, to unlock the secrets that accumulate around us, and
cause bewilderment and anxiety by the very consciousness
that we have in us that we can’t unlock them. It is not easy,
in many cases,to get face to face with the intelligent operator,
and one feels rather as if one were the victim in a game of
spiritual blind man’s buff.
Then fraud and trick and buffoonery step in to compli
cate matters still more, and to make the phenomena (which
in their proper place, as the signs that testify to the under
lying philosophy, are beautiful and true) mean, and con
temptible, and puerile, and ludicrous, by divesting them of
their true significance, and linking them with the accidents
of imposture and deceit.
And so it has come to pass that those who have devoted
most time and pains to the subject have reached a point—
whether spirit-guided I do not presume to say—where they
* A paper read before the British National Association of Spiritualists at lust Monday’s
Fortnightly Discussion Meeting, February 17th, 187!).
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must take a new departure. Their mental estimates have
been changed. They must construct a new scale. Their
philosophy has been shattered. They must reconstruct a new
scheme from new experience. Their religion, in its external
form, has been modified, shaken, shattered, perhaps anni
hilated. They must look for another system. They must
seek, if haply they may find a truer, nobler faith, suited to the
greater light that is in them. Whether that system be one
already existent, or whether it be evolved from the neces
sities of the yearning spirit within, or whether it be suggested
in germ by the ever-watchful guardian, and moulded by the
pressure of circumstances; or whether, like the holy city, the
New Jerusalem, it descend out of heaven from God, with a
beauty not of earth, and a Divine adaptation to extraordinary
needs, such as was the voice of inspiration to the prophet of
old, all this will depend chiefly on idiosyncrasy.
But in some way, and at some crisis in the experience,
all earnest thinkers, children of the new dispensation, who
come within the sphere of this spiritual influence, will be
driven to correlate their facts with a philosophy, and with
some form of religion. To these it will matter little, once
they have grasped the phenomena and made them their own,
whether they are ever represented. The external system, the
concrete system, typified by the phenomena, may die. Nay,
it may be in some cases, the Pauline analogy will be true.
It will not be quickened except ' it die; but dying, it will bear
abundant fruit. That which is of the earth, earthy, must
give place to the reign of spirit, and the physical be super
seded by the spiritual, in just such sort as the physical body,
dead and buried, is replaced by the resurrection body of the
new life.
Now, some of us have reached this place where two roads
diverge. Some of us, I say, for we must not expect that
there will ever come a time when the simplest and most
elementary phenomena will not be necessary to some, aye,
to many for whom they form the only adit to spiritual
knowledge. For some, I verily believe, during the whole
period of their bodily life, these phenomena, appealing as
they do to the bodily sense, will be as essential as the daily
meal to the physical system. The members of the one body
have varied needs, and the wise agencies of the all-wise
Father have various ways of satisfying them.
But for some of us the time has come, by a beautiful and
orderly evolution, when the cry for spiritual enlightenment
is bearing its fruit. The husk is being cast aside, because
the time of germination has come, and it is the spring-time
of spirit.
This lias been very clear from the tone of the papers that
have lately been read here, and especially from the corres
pondence that they have elicited in the Spiritualist.
The papers which Mr. Harrison, Miss Kislingbury, and I
have lately read here have been concerned with the action of
embodied and unembodied, or, perhaps, disembodied spirit.
I spoke of the action of disembodied spirit through a
medium, Mr. Harrison of the action of unembodied spirit
without a medium, and Miss Kislingbury of the rarer and
less-known action of the embodied human spirit.
Can we discern any underlying law that governs these
phenomena ? Miss Kislingbury described some of the
phenomena which she recorded as apparently objectless. (I
do not profess to quote her exact words.) They were, as
I may say, the vagaries of a wandering spirit, in some cases
at least.
Perhaps some light may be thrown upon such phenomena
by the community of sensation which has been observed in
the case of those between whom there is a strong natural or
induced rapport, such as that which exists in the case of
persons twin-born, and between a powerful mesmeriser and
his subject. Dr. Passavant records such a case of sympathy
between a sister and her twin-brother. She was suddenly
seized with unaccountable horror, followed by a strange con
vulsion which, the doctor said, resembled the struggles and
sufferings or a person in drowning. Her brother, then
abroad, was drowned at that precise time, as was afterwards
ascertained. There the accident of birth provided the inti
mate rapport.
The same phenomenon is frequently observed in the case
of a mesmeriser and his patient.
[Transeorp. Action. Human Nature, July 1877, p. 297.]
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Iu the cases recorded by Miss Kislingbury it may be that
there was a magnetic rapport between the persons of whom
she speaks. Strong community of feeling, identity of in
terest, an interblending of the personality might set up con
ditions in which the astral spirit might make itself tempo
rarily manifest. The link is often too subtle for us to
discover ; but I believe that we shall find a link in all cases.
None of these things are objectless. It is that we are too
dense to discover the rationale.
Nothing, indeed, is more curious than the strange links of
attraction that we can discover. The depths of the nature
when stirred seem to cloud the spiritual faculties and to
defeat the desired object by the very intensity of the forces
that are set in action, but causes the most trivial will
operate when the power of transcorporeal action is present.
There is a familiar story of a cook in the Sister’s House
at Ebersdorf, whose double was constantly seen by the herb
bed, her natural body being in the kitchen, when she wanted
some herb for her stews. “ There you were again by the
onion-bed” was a standing joke against her. Her mind,
directed to a very trivial matter, caused an apparition of
herself to be seen, and that, apparently, by a number of
persons.
This same projection of thought, intensified by mental
anxiety, has, in many authenticated cases, produced an
apparition. Dr. Kerner (in his Blatter aus Prevost) records
such a case.
[Transcorp. Action. Human Nature, July 1877, p. ,298.]
We have then got thus far.
1. There is an observable community of sensation in the case
of some persons such as twins.
2. Where the power of disengaging the spiritual body exists
either naturally or by development, very simple causes will
set it in action.
3. This power is intensified by any mental anxiety.
This transcorporeal action exists with much frequency
during sleep.
Sir Humphrey Davy records such a case of himself.
He was in bed asleep, and dreamed that he was ill in Italy.
The details were most vivid—the room, furniture, his nurse,
a young girl whose features he remembered distinctly. He
thought no more of it, but the details were imprinted -on
his mind. Some years after he was actually taken ill
while travelling in Italy; he did occupy the very room he
had seen in his dream or vision, and was nursed by the
very same young woman wrhose features he remembered so
well...
We must all know or have read cases in which the spirit,
liberated during the sleep of the body, remembers more or
less perfectly what it then experiences. In this category
come all the cases of prophetic dreams and warnings which,
however little we may be able to explain them, are too
numerous to put aside as coincidences.
Cases of activity of spirit outside of the sleeping body
present less difficulty, it may be admitted, than do those
equally authenticated cases where the body is active as
well as the spirit, but in different spheres of action. Many
such cases are within my knowledge, and they are to me
inexplicable, except on the hypothesis of a sub-division of
consciousness, or of the control of the body by an external
spirit, or, alternatively, of the personation of the spirit of
the individual whose apparition is recognised by another
spirit. Unless we admit a sub-division of consciousness, an
external agency must be postulated.
We go one step further, then.
.
4. This poxver exists naturally and frequently during sleep.
Many recorded cases also point to its action during
abnormal states of the medium.
.
Judge Edmunds records that a circle at New York used
regularly to evoke the, spirit of the medium then sitting at
a circle in Boston, and obtain communication from him, and
vice versa. His daughter, in certain abnormal states, had
the power of projecting her spirit. So had Mrs. Tappan,
and Mrs. E. Hardinge Brittain, and other mediums of my
acquaintance. It would seem that one note of mediumship
is the facility with which the spiritual body is disengaged
from the trammels of the physical body, and that in a high
degree of development the spirit suffers no lack or cessation
of consciousness.
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One point more, therefore.
5. This power is an attribute of what ive call mediumship,
and exists in the highest degree in those in whom psychic power
is most developed.
We shall be prepared, by what we have now observed, to
lay down one more law, or rather to note how the stirring
of the inner nature under the influence of affection pro
duces these phenomena. Love is the strongest motive
power that spirit knows ; and the cases are very numerous
when it has caused an objective appearance. Such a case
is recorded very circumstantially in Glimpses of the
Supernatural by the Eev. F. G. Lee. It is too long for
quotation, but the facts are these : A lady and her husband
were . returning from India in 1854, when she was taken
dangerously ill in Egypt. She was aware of her danger,
and had one desire only—to see her children who were in
England. On the day of her death she fell into a deep
sleep, from which she woke suddenly, saying that she had
been and had seen her children. Shortly after she departed,
At the time of her sleep it was ascertained that the
children, then at Torquay with a friend, were playing in the
house during a thunderstorm. All were in one room, and
each, together with a nursemaid, saw a lady in white come
into the room, and slowly glide by and fade away. The
three elder children recognised their mother. The date,
September 10, 1854, and time were noted, and the two
events above recorded were found to have taken place
simultaneously.
I need not multiply instances. They are on the tongue
of every one who has paid attention to these subjects.
Referring in passing to one of the most remarkable cases
of the kind, which I recorded on the authority of Mr. Cole
man, in Human Nature, July, 1877, p. 295, I pass on to
note
6. The most active cause of such appearances is the Law of
Love.
_
We have seen that the spirit wanders readily while the
body is asleep. There is another state, akin to sleep, in
which it also finds it easy to manifest at a distance from the
body. Before and at the time of death, as well as for a
variable period after death, the spirit frequently leaves the
body and follows its impulses of anxiety or affection. It
seems as though it were hovering between this world and
the next, not yet free, yet not so closely prisoned as before.
Numberless cases of death warnings, death compacts, and of
apparitions at the time of death are recorded, and that on
testimony the most authentic. In many such cases the
wandering spirit is moved by care. Worldly affairs need
settling; an injustice has been done, and must be remedied ;
sometimes even the most trivial business will, being “on
the mind,” suffice to send the spirit wandering. Or, again,
affection is at work, and drives the spirit to visit ' those loved
friends or relatives from whom it is to be shortly separated,
or whom it has left behind. Many such apparitions occur at
the time of death, or very shortly after, before the spirit
takes its leave of the earth, and “goes to its own place.”
This leads us to another law.
7. The time of death is one when the spirit is most free to
wander, and most frequently manifests its presence at a distancefrom the body.
What has been said applies chiefly to cases where the
apparition is that of a spirit still in the flesh. I believe
the laws that govern the return of the departed are much
the same, save that with them there is one more motive to
be superadded, viz., guardianship over those committed to
their care, and the fulfilment of the mission with which
some of them have been entrusted. In some cases, too, it
would seem that the spirit that manifests its presence in
a manner which our superior wisdom would call objectless,
is really occupied in a process of purification—is working
out its salvation, and rising, through labour and suffering,
to a state of greater progress.
Many cases of the return of departed spirits that have
occurred in my own experience have been referable to the
commands of a spirit higher than themselves, who directed
their action for a special and beneficial purpose.
Hauntings are referable, usually, if not always, to the
action of earth-bound spirits. In some cases, “where the
treasure is, there is the heart also; ” in others, a crime
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has been wrought, and the spirit is linked with it till ex
piation has been made. In others, cupidity and avarice
have survived, and hind the spirit to earth. The law’s are
in all cases to be found in the affections, the desires, or the
passions, or else in the effects of deeds done in the body.
No doubt we may discover stories of apparitions for which
no adequate motive can he discovered; but first of all we
must be sure that, in such cases, the appearance was
objective, not the fancy of an excited brain or the mere
projection of thought acting on a sensitive, but a positive
objective presentation. In such a case the reasons dis
coverable in almost all cases may well lead us to believe
that there is a motive, only lying too deep for us to discover
it at once ; and that one or more of the motive-springs of
spirit has been secretly touched.
The sum of what I have said may be stated thus :—
1. We have general indications of what we may expect
in our search for law in the observable community of sen
sations, e.g, in twins, and between the mesmeriser and his
subject.
2. So far as we can see, the power of action independent
of the body is inherent in spirit ; only some are more
closely prisoned than others.
3. It apparently exists in the highest degree in those
whom we call mediums.
4. In all cases it operates freely during bodily sleep, or
when the body is in repose.
5. It acts more freely still in a medium who is in a state of
entrancement.
6. It is especially active immediately before, at, or just
after the time of death.
7. Very trivial causes—a mere desire to get something
that is wished for—will suffice to liberate the spirit and
allow it to appear apart from the body.
8. Any disturbing cause that stirs the depths of the
spiritual or mental being, such as mental anxiety, acts more
powerfully still.
9. But the most potent motive-spring of all is affection.
10. The return of the departed would seem to be affected
by—
"
(a) Mental anxiety, e.g., about worldly business that lias
been left unsettled.
(b) Affection for those left behind.
(c) Guardianship.
(d) Distinct mission of mercy or instruction entrusted
to “ ministering spirits” by those higher than themselves.
Lastly. Haunting spirits are usually earth-bound, and
even bound to certain localities with which their earthly
life has been associated.
In some cases they would seem to exercise a certain
monitory care over certain families, manifesting themselves
only before death of certain members of them, or at epochs
in the family history.
They are usually unhappy, and may frequently he released
by the presence of a medium or by prayer.
I have, no doubt, omitted much ; I have designedly con
fined myself to brief notices of what I have dwelt upon ;
and I do not presume to do more than suggest material for
reflection.

Oru'sponhnict.
[ Greatfreedom in given to correspondents, who sometimes express opinions diametrically
opposed to those of this journal and its readers. Unsolicited communications cannot
be returned; copies should be kept by the writers. Preference is given to letters which
arc not anonymous.]
----------MEDIUMSHIP AND MEDICINE.

Sir,—A few remarks contained in a letter received from Dr. IT. L. II.
Willis, of America, some months ago, relative to the exhaustion sus
tained by mediums, and the action of homoeopathic medicines upon
them, has struck me might prove useful to some of your readers.
Dr. Willis, who visited this country several years ago, is known to
be a medium of eminently refined power, and his reputation as a
physician in America is on a par with the best, some of his cures
having been most remarkable.
My object being only to circulate information of a physiological fact
regarding those who have for a long period been under the immediate
sensible action of spirits, I hope I shall be acquitted of egotism when
those remarks apply more particularly to myself. The same law holds
good, more or less, for all ; and a knowledge of those laws which are
essential for the preservation in health of a body changed as the bodies
of mediums sooner or later become, will obviate much dangerous
blundering.
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I append those portions of Dr. Willis’s letter which may be useful
to many:—
‘‘For a long time your forces have been drawn upon by spirits and
mortals both, with no commensurate return, and the result, as is always
inevitable in such cases, is that at the great nerve centres there is ex
haustion of nervo-vital force and functional derangement of all the
organs controlled by the nerves that meet at those centres. Especially
is this the case with liver, spleen, stomach, and heart; they are all
functionally disordered from failure of force in the governing nerves of
each, especially the heart and spleen.
‘‘When a person has been long subject to spiritual influences, the
body itself becomes spiritualised to a greater or less extent, and cannot
bear crude drug forces. This is eminently the case with you. You
should never think of taking anything below the thirtieth attenuations
of homoeopathy ; from the thirtieth to two hundredth. These are so
spiritualised or dynamised by the process of attenuation that they act
as spiritual forces in the system, and are readily assimilated by the
spirit as aids in controlling the body.”
Thus crude drugs, and sometimes the lower attenuations of homeo
pathic preparations, become obstructions, painful, and perhaps equiva
lent to disease, to the healthful or preservative action of the spirit upon
its earthly tenement—an action strengthened and intensified as the
body, losing its grossness, becomes more amenable to those laws con
trolling more especially the spirit. And the coarse, violent action of
crude drugs must necessarily have a destructive effect upon bodies
which are undergoing, or have undergone, this species of change,
sapping the very foundations of life.
Catherine Woobfobde.
90, Great Russell-street, February 16th.
A BEQUEST.

Sir,—May I ask any of your readers to assist my astrological studies
in the following way ? I am endeavouring to prove (or disprove) the
signification of “ houses ” in one particular branch of astrology (solar
revolutions) by a strictly inductive method. For this purpose, I require
a greater number of instances than I can obtain by private application
to friends and from published nativities, and an appeal through your
columns may possibly bring me a larger supply. What I want is the
time of birth within an hour; the place of birth; and the dates of any
bereavement (including fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, husbands,
and wives) of any serious illness of the person giving the information,
or of any of the above specified relatives. Also of marriage, birth of
children, appointment to office, promotion, &c. I do not ask for names,
as your paper does not circulate among people who are likely to practise
any silly hoax upon me. Anonymous information on a post-card to the
subscribed address will be gratefully received.—Yours,
C. C. Massey.
4, Harcourt,-buildings, Temple, E.C., Feb. 17th, 1879.
STRANGE ASSERTIONS THROUGH MEDIUMSHlr.

Sib,—The Primitive World is, properly speaking, a highly interesting
medial dictation, wherein the origin of our globe is clearly traced out.
Three planets in process of formation, while wandering through space,
were hurled one against the other, and became united in the shock of
meeting. Chance played no part in this amalgamation; it was brought
about by the law of attraction. This triple origin has determined the
triplicity of the human peoples, who are always the visible manifes
tation of latent forms. As matter, although one in essence, becomes
differentiated in combination, each of these globes impregnated in dif
ferent proportions with the inherent forces of matter brought its con
tingent of energy, and introduced into the whole dissimilitudes which
were faithfully reproduced in the constitutional aptitudes of each race.
The indigenous races of each planet lived at first on the soil that had
witnessed their birth, then, increasing in numbers, they spread about,
and eventually came in collision with their neighbours, as their respective
planets had done with each other, when, after fighting and struggling with
one another, they became united, without, however, losing the distinctive
stamp that marked their peculiarities. The history of the planet runs
in parallel lines with that of its inhabitants; the same universal law
inexorably calling for implicit obedience is seen everywhere. If man,
who is but a microcosm, is obliged to develope and suffer in order to rise
to the height of his capabilities, so it is likewise with the earth, which
also lives an existence proper to itself. Its infancy is marked, like
man’s, with exuberance of uncultivated growth, and no progress can be
made but at the price of anguish and suffering, as shown by the
periodical cataclysms separated by intervals of 30,000 years of tranquil
development. Each cataclysm is followed by a step in advance, and
humanity, which has, like the earth, to pass through periods of con
fusion and disturbance, can only rise through suffering to a higher state.
Such is the law which rules us still, for after having traced upon a
blank map the principal geographical lines of the ancient world, where
the Mediterranean is represented by a river, where Plato’s Atlantis is
seen approaching to the centre of what afterwards was to be America,
and after having mentioned the submergement of this Atlantis, which
disappeared in the depth of the ocean to allow America to grow up out
of the water in its place, the inspired medium foretold us of new dis
asters. In six thousand years the inclination of the earth’s axis will be
again changed. England will be, as it was formerly, reunited to France,
and the Atlantis resuscitated, like the island of Santorin, will reappear
radiant in beauty, while New York will join the infinite number of cities,
whose names even have not reached us, that lie at the bottom of the sea.
I only indicate here briefly the chief features of this book, which is
calculated to excite the greatest interest, for every one must wish to
know how the planets are formed and the history of the stars, and will
pause to consider the certainly strange theory of the androgynal man
that preceded bi-sexual humanity. By a curious chance I find myself
iu a position to be able, perhaps, to supply some evidence in favour of
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the assertion of the spirit. I brought with me from Mexico, among
other curious things, several statuettes of Aztec deities ; among the
number there is one which so unmistakably marks a complete her
maphrodeity, that upon reading the Primitive World my attention was
drawn to it. May it not be that in this little figure of the greatest
antiquity there is shown the recollection of a tradition referring to the
revelation of the existence of these primitive androgynes ? All Spirit
ualists know M. Pierart, the founder and almost the only writer in the
Revue Spiritualiste, le Concile de la libra pcnsec, and lc Benedict™ de
St. Maur. A single-minded man of vigorous temperament, incapable of
compromising the truth, the love of which he pushes to its extreme
limit, he has defended Spiritualism for thirty years. He is loved by all
who know him, and appreciated by all who have read him. He was
about to finish his labours by founding a little society of sympathetic
Spiritualists, who would work together for the propagation of truth.
The idea is praiseworthy, and if the ill health of the founder has
delayed its execution, let us hope that upon recovering his strength he
will be able to carry it out. Such a revelation as that which I have
just sketched could not fail to greatly impress an investigator of M.
Pierart’s stamp. Although he may allow his thoughts to soar in the
supernal regions, he does permit himself to be unduly carried away by
enthusiasm. His disposition would be sceptical were not his faith so
great. The intellectual scalpel is his favourite weapon ; and what is not
less curious than the revelation itself is the patient investigation he has
made, and the scrupulous exactness he has employed, to corroborate, by
quotations from authors of undisputed authority, the statements of bis
medium. Every chapter dictated to him is followed by another intended
to elucidate the communication, and it is marvellous to see savans, both
ancient and modern, with investigators of acknowledged merit, called
upon by M. Pierart to give their testimony in favour of his statements.
Our friend has promised us a series of publications in continuation of
the Primitive World. Let us hope that his restored health will enable
him to keep his promise, and that I shall have to draw the attention of
the readers of Tlie Spiritualist to other wonderful things.
F. Clavaiboz.
Paris.

-------SPIRITUAL PHENOMENA IN BIRMINGHAM.

Sir,—I send an account of a few of our sittings. The circle is held
at 57, Vyse, Birmingham. Mr. John Summerfield and Mr. Thomas
Horton are the mediums. A seance is held every Monday evening, and
is free to all earnest investigators, who are proposed and accepted by the
members of the circle ; but all friends from a distance calling will
receive a cordial welcome. A second seance is held every Thursday, but
is strictly private. At our first seance, January 6th, 1879, the light was
turned out, and two bells, a violin, and tambourine were played upon,
and floated round the room all at one time; the sitters were touched by
materialised hands, and beautiful lights were seen in all parts of the
room. A chair was carried from one end of the room, over the table,
to the other end. At our subsequent sitting materialised forms were
felt, and heard walking about outside the circle, at the far end of the
room, away from the medium, the medium meanwhile patting liis baud
on the table to show us that no trickery was being enacted. The violin
was played upon and floated from one end of the room to the other, the
spirits rapping it against the wall to inform us where it was. A pair of
large tongs were taken from the fireplace, and beat time to the singing
in all parts of the room.
At our next sitting, and according to a promise made by the controls,
three wild birds were brought into the room and given to the sitters.
One sitter, who was not sitting in the circle, had his necktie taken off,
and a lady her brooch from her dress; the brooch was handed to her
husband at the other side of the room. A little girl, the medium’s
daughter, was lifted from her chair and placed on the table.
At our private seances the members number nine persons. We have
had some wonderful manifestations, such, for instance, as materialised
forms standing on our shoulders ; the hands allowed lis to give them a
firm grasp, and to examine the muscles and the beating of the pulse.
At our next seance this was repeated, but instead of the feet and legs of
the forms being clothed they were naked. Bare arms have been felt to
the elbow.
At our next seance a naked foot was felt by some of the sitters. The
foot was icy cold, but flexible ; one of the outside sitters felt four different
hands at one time, and the feet, and at last a form of great weight stood
on his knees. The naked foot was placed on the head and forehead of
one of the sitters.
I may say that we place the utmost confidence in the medium, several of
the sitters having been present at many of the tests lie has been subjected
to ; and in every case, when physical manifestations are going on, his
hands are heard beating the table. As we progress we will forward
anything we may think will be worth your readers knowing.
John Colly, See.
312, Bridge-street, West, Birmingham, Feb. 17th, 1879.

The first pamphlet, or booklet, ever published in connection with
modern Spiritualism was by a Mr. Lewis, shortly before Mr. Capron’s
book was issued in the United States. Its title was, A Report of the
Mysterious Noises heard in the House of Mr. John D. Fox, in Hydes
ville, Arcadia.
Is it a Thus Prophetic Dream ?—The Daily Chronicle of last
week (Tuesday) saysYesterday morning the Deal magistrates
sentenced a seaman, named George Wylds, to two months’ imprison
ment for refusing to proceed to sea in the barque Umzinto, on a
voyage from Londou to Port Natal. The man told the magistrates
that he was satisfied with the ship, officers, and food; but he had had
a dream that the ship would be lost, and would not go to sea in her
for any amount of money. Once before he had a dream that a vessel
in which he was sailing would be lost, and it was lost.”

SPIRITUALISM IN THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH.

SORROW.

In the account of the eonversion of Catherine de Sandoval,

BY

the following incident is related :—
“ Soon afterwards [i.e., after her first call to the religious
life] she was favoured with a remarkable vision which,
nearly twenty years afterwards, she related to St. Teresa.
‘ She told me,’ says the saint, ‘ that she went to bed one
night, desiring to discover the most perfect religious Order on
earth in order that she might enter it; and she dreamt
that she was going along a very narrow path, in the greatest
peril of falling down deep precipices which lay on each
side of her, when a person, in the dress of a friar, said to
her, 11 Sister, come along with me.” He took her to a con
vent in which were many nuns, and where she saw no light
except that whieh came from the candles in their hands.
She inquired to what Order they belonged. All were silent;
but they lifted up their veils, and, smiling, showed her their
liappy countenances. The Prioress took her by the hand
and said, “ My ehild, I wish you to be here,” showing her,
at the same time, the rule and constitutions.’
“ From this time, 1565, Catherine persevered in her purpose
to enter religion in the Order which had been thus revealed
to her; and after eighteen years of painful trials, arising
from the apparition of friends, and long and severe illness,
from whieh she was at last miraculously restored, she ascer
tained from one of the Jesuit fathers that the vision which
she had seen had reference to the new Carmelite reform.
“ In the Lent of 1575, permission having been with great
difficulty obtained from the Knights of St. James for the
foundation [of a new eonvent], St. Teresa-began her journey
to Veas, with Mother Anne of Jesus, whom she summoned
from Salamanca to undertake the government of the new
convent.
“ As the travellers were passing the high mountain peak
of the Sierra Morena they lost their way, and came to a
point where it seemed equally perilous to advance or to
recede. The Saint enjoined her sisters to recommend them
selves to God and to St. Joseph in a strait where human aid
seemed hopeless. A voice, as from the highest peak,
answered them : 1 Stay where you are ; if you pass on you
will be dashed down the precipice.’ The muleteers instantly
stopped, and asked the friendly voice to point out to them
the way of safety. They were directed along a path so pre
cipitous, that nothing short of a miracle could have enabled
them to follow it. When the fearful passage had been safely
made, some of the party wished to go in search of their
benefactor. £ I do not know,’ said St. Teresa to the nuns,
as the men set off upon their search, £ why we have let them
go; for it was my Father, St. Joseph, whom assuredly they
will not find.’ In fact, they returned after a fruitless search,
and from that moment the mules travelled with such rapidity
that the muleteers swore they went rather like birds than
beasts, as if the rugged rocks had been changed into a
smooth and easy road. On February 18th the party reached
the entrance of Veas, where the principal citizens, who had
come forth on horseback to do them honour, brought them
in triumph to the church, where the priests in their cottas
were waiting for them, and preceded by the eross, and
accompanied by the two ladies of Sandoval and other nobility
of the plaee, they were conducted in procession to the house
of Dona Catherine. As soon as she was alone with the nuns
they raised their veils, and the joy of that faithful and long- 1
suffering heart was full, for she reeognised the faces she had
seen in her vision. She reeognised also the friar who had
guided her in her dream in the person of the venerable i
brother John of Misery, who had come to meet the holy ]
mother at Veas.
“The eonvent of St. Joseph the Deliverer was founded on
the feast of St. Matthias, in the house of the ladies of
Sandoval, who on the same day reeeived the religious habit,
with the names of Catherine and Mary of Jesus.”—From the
A(/h of St. Teresa, edited by Cardinal Manning.
At the reading of the paper of Mr. Stainton Moses, before the
National Association of Spiritualists last Monday night, Mr. H. Wedg
wood occupied the chair. The speakers were Mr. G. R. G. Tapp, Air.
J. W. Fletcher, Dr. Carter Blake, Mr. R. A. March, and Mr. Wedgwood, who proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Stainton Moses, seconded
by Air. F. W, Percival.

DOLLIE

MAITLAND.

There’s a beauty in sorrow that joy cannot give,
When the soul seems to fly to her Alaker above,
To ask for the pity that nowhere can live,
Except in the birthplace and cradle of love :
’Tis a chain that unites the child to its home,
A chord which is touched by the angels in heaven,
A guide, that our feet may not wander or roam,
A taste of the happiness yet to be given.

The links of the chain are slender—slender,
They are gently joined by the angels’ tears ;
And their touch on the chain is tender—tender,
As they sigh to our hearts that the Father hears.
We feel our hearts stirred by the distant whisper,
We are filled with the breath of the spirits above,
And the chords in our hearts softly move to the murmur,
When we gaze on the faces and scenes that we love.
The beauty that moves us speaks ever of sorrow,
It fills us with sadness, though dimly swaet;
’Tis the sigh of the augels our trembling hearts borrow,
For they know that our pleasures are never complete.
The soul ever longeth—it yearneth and pineth
For the home and the beauty from which it was torn,
And the shadow of splendour that round it extendeth,
Alakes it sigh for the beauties to which it was born.
Will be ready in a few days,

SPIRIT-IDENTITY,
By Al.A. (Oxon).
Cloth 8vo, red edges, prico 5s, post free.
The Spiritualist

Newspaper Branch Offieo, London, W.C.

Price Five Shillings. Post freo.

Cloth.

Richly gilt.

“RIFTS IN TIIE VEIL”
Contains, among various standard specimens of the work of some of tlio best
minds in Spiritualism, a portion of tho continuation of

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD,
Purporting to havo been given by tho spirit of Charles Diekons through a
writing medium ; the seleetions display the humour and genius of Diekens,
The book also contains some

SPIRIT TEACHINGS,
Given through the mediumship of “ JI A. (Oxon).”
The Spiritualist Newspaper Braneli Office, London.

Price 3s. Gd. Post Freo. Illustrated.

Demy Svo, 407 pp.

STUDIEN UBER DIE GEISTERWELT,

By the Baroness Adelma von Vay (Countess Wubmbrand).
Also, by the same Authoress, prico 2s. Gd., post freo (Illustrated with diagrams),

GEIST, KRAFT, STOFF.
The Spiritualist

Newspaper Branch Office, Bloomsbury, London.

Price Two Shillings.

Post Free. Cloth. Rod Edges.

SPIRITUALISM.
By P. P. Alexander, M.A.;
Author of Mill and Carlyle, Moral Causation, etc.
This work eontains among other items of interest a record of phenomena
observed at seanees by tho author, and a eloso criticism of somo of the writ
ings of Professor Tyndall about Spiritualism.
“ Mr. Alexander is unquestionably a very elover writer.”—Saturday lleview.
The Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office, Bloomsbury, London.

Prieo Five Shillings. Post Freo.
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Crown 8vo.

ANIMAL MAGNETISM AND SOMNAMBULISM.
By Edwin Lee, M.D.,
Corresponding membor of the Medical Academies of Paris, Berlin, Munich,
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A LYRIC OF THE GOLDEN AGE.
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Given through the inspirational mediumship of Thomas Lako Harris. These
poems, givon while Mr. Harris was in a Btate of trance, are of raro litorary
excelloneo.
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BOOKS ON SPIRITUALISM, PSYCHOLOGY,
MESMERISM, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND
BIOLOGY,
Representing the English and American Literature of Spirit
ualism, obtainable ef W. II. Harrison, Spiritualist News
paper Branch Office, 38, Great Russell-street, Bleemsbury,
London, W.C.
[For purpoaos of mutual convenience the above office has been
rentod on the premises of tlie National Association of Spirit
ualists, but the Association and The Spiritualist Newspaper and
publishing business are not in any way connected with each
ether.]
RESEARCHES IN THE PHENOMENA OE SPIRIT
UALISM, by William Crookes, F.R.S. The best work ever
published to scientifically demonstrate the reality of some of
tlie physical phenomena of Spiritualism, 6s.

MIRACLES AND MODERN SPIRITUALISM, by
Alfred Russell Wallace, F.R.G.S. This book contains a masterly
argument in reply to Hume's “Essay on Miracles.” It also
records a large number of interesting spiritual manifestations,
and contains some of the personal experiences of Mr. Wal
lace. 6s.
CONCERNING SPIRITUALISM, by Gerald Massey.
A brilliant well written little essay on Spiritualism. Neatly
bonnd, with gilt edges. 2b.

THE SOUL OE THINGS, by William Denton.

In

this extraordinary book the author, who is a Professor oi
Geology in America, employed clairvoyants to reveal to him
by vision events connected with the early history of geological
specimens’ these sensitives thus saw the Mastodon and other
extinct animals as if living and moving before them ; they like
wise saw the Benes by which these prehistoric animals .were
surrounded. The author also sent his clairvoyants to examine
portions of different planets, and they gave descriptions of the
inhabitants, physical geography, and vegetation of each. The
book is illustrated with numerous engravings, drawn by the
sensitives as the visions passed before their eyes. Tlie substance
of a review of this book in “ The Spiritnalist” was to the effect
that there is no doubt as to the integrity of the author, who also
possesses sufficient intelligence to seleet clairvoyants who would
not cheat him. The question as to the reliability of the narratives
therefore narrows itself down to the question of the reliability
of clairvoyance, which, when employed to gain information about
distant places on earth, has been found sometimes to give ac
curate results and sometimes inaccurate results. The review
urther expresses the opinion that if ever interplanetary com
munication should be established, it will be by means of clair
voyance or some other of the latent and little understood
spiritual powers in man. Three Vols. 24s. ; or 8a per single
volume.
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The Life and Works of Mencius. Translated into English
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Classics, by James Legge, D.D.. LL.D. . 1
On Exalted States of the Nervous System; an (alleged) Ex
planation of the Mysteries of Modem Spiritualism,
Dreams, Trance, Somnambulism, Vital Photography, Faith
Will, Origin of Life. Anaesthesia, and Nervous Congestion
by Robert 11. Collyer. M.D.
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. 12
The Dervishes; or. Oriental Spiritualism, by John P. Brown,
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.
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HOW TO FORM SPIRIT CIRCLES AT HOME,
With no Spiritualist or Professional Modimn present, may be
obtained at The Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office, price
300 for Sixpence, post, free, or 500 for Nine.paux, post /tec.
These leallcts are specially suitable
FOR DISTRIBUTION AX PUBLIC MEETINGS,
And ill localities where mediums and spirit circles are net
t
numerous.
The Spiritualist says:—“ Contention about Spiritualism And
inodiums should be avoided, and aetieu substituted. The real
strength of Spiritualism, lies far more in its facts than in
clamouring about them; the facts, therefore, should be multi
plied by the wholesale dissemination of printed information
how to form circles iu tlio homos of private families, A pre
portion of those who receive tho information will try experi
ments, and those who obtain the phenomena iu their ewn
homes will at once irrevocably recognise as impostors or dis
reputably unsafe guides, thoso newspapers and individuals
who stato authoritatively that tlie facts are not true. 1 f every
Spiritualist makes it binding upon himself to ‘drop about ’ cr
distribute ilvo hundred of tho leaflets, containing instructions
how to form, spirit circles at home, tho whole nation will be
deluged with usoful information, and ouca a number of
mediums will spring up in private families, as to rapidly iuciewo tho knowledgo of truths calculated to benefit in the
highest degree this materialistic, consequently irreligious age.’

A scientifically accurate descnrptlon oj Manifestation
recently produced by Spirits, and
Simultaneously "Witnessed by the Autiiof and Other
Observers in London.
by
h. Harrison.
Limp Cloth, rod edges. Price Is., pest free Is. Id,
38, Great Russell Street, London, W.C.
Or of Messrs. Colby and Rioh, 9, Montgomcry-strect,
Boston, U.S.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
“As a dispassionate scientific man, ho appears to have
investigated the subject without pre-eonceived ideas, and the
result of his examination nas been to ideutify his opinions with
these of Messrs. Varley, Crookes and Wallace, in favour not
only of the absolute reality cf tho phenomena, but alse of
tho gonuinenoss of tho communications alleged to be
given by the spirits ef the departed. Into the much vexed
question of a priori objections to Mr. Harrison's opinions we
shall net new enter. We will only say that his descriptions of
facts are couched in a moderate and truly scientific spirit, that
he appears to have exhausted every.reasonable test which his
experience led him to make, and that tho whole tono of tho
book (which is singularly froe from dogmatic pretension) is
rigorously legleal.”—Publit Opinion.
“ At the outset of his booklet Mr. Harrison disclaims any
intention ef proselytising or forcing his opinion down nonSpiritualistic throats, and it is only fair to admit that the
succeeding pagos are remarkably free from argument and
deduction, albeit bristling with assertiens of the most dumb
founding nature."—London Figaro.
“Although the author has takon some trouble to prove that
table-turning and spiritual appearances are worthy of more
attention than tho public are disposed to give, yet wc arc so
far from being impressed by the evidence he has brought for
ward, that we acquit the spirits of mortals of performing any
ef the nensensical acts with which they are accredited.”—
Morning Advertiser.
“ The unprejudiced and dispassionate temper in which
Mr Harrison seems to have approached the question, emi
nently fitted him to test tho authenticity and the valuo of the
phenomena he undertakes to chronicle, and after a careful
perusal ef his little booklet, wo aeo bound to acknowledge that
tho statement in his preface is fairly sustained. He neither
theorises nor dogmatises, nor attempts to make converts to
his views. He states occurrences and events, er what he bolieves did really happen, in a remarkably clear and narrative
style, without any attempt at advocacy or argument. Tho
mode in which Mr. Harrison has discharged his task is praise
worthy; but what of tho task itself? To those who aro un
acquainted with the pretensions of Spiritualism, and ‘hose socalled, and te tho maj’oeity, incrediblo manifestations of the
spirit world, which are tho ordinary concomitants of the
system, tho revelations contained in Spirit People will appear
startling and antecedently impossible."—South Wales Daily
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Price five shillings.

Ciown Svo. Pest free. Cloth, red odg’es
The new book by
“M.A. (OXON))’ ON

PSYCHO GRAPH Y,
Illustrated with Diagrams,
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS.

List of Works bearing on the Subject,
Preface.
Introduction.
Psychography in the Past: GuldcnstubbOwCiookcs.
Personal Experiences in Private, and with Public Psychics.
General Corroborative Evidence.
I.—That Attested by the Senses:—
1. Of SigZit—Evidence of—Mi. E. T. Bennett, a Malvern
Reporter, -Mr. James Bums, Mr. II. D. Joncken.
2. Of Hearing.—Evidence of—Mr. Serjeant Cox, Mr. George
King, Mr. llens'.eigh Wedgwood, Canon Mouls, Baroness Von
Vay, O. H. Adshcad, W. I\ Adshead, E. II.Valtce, J. L.O'Sullivan
Epos Sargent, James O'Saigcnt, John Withci-bce, II. B. Storcr
C. A. Orcenleaf, Public Committee with Watkins.
H.—From the Writing of Languages unknown to the Psychic—
Ancient GIeekwEt idence of lion. E. Dale Owen and Mr. Black
burn (Slade); Dutch, German, French, Spanish, Portuguese
(Slade); RussianwEvldeucc of Madame Blavatsky (Watkins);
RomaiCwEvldeuce of T. T. Timayouis (Watkins) Chinese (Wat
kins).
I If.—From Special Tests which Preclude Previous Preparation ot
the Writing:—
Psychics and Conjurors Contrasted; Slade before the Research
Committee of the British National Association of Spiritualists;
Slade Tested by C. Carter Biake, Doc. Sci.; Evidence ot—Rev. J
Page l-Iopps, W. II. Harrison, and J. Seaman (Slade); Writing
within Slates securely screwed together—Evidence of Mrs. An
drews and J. Mould; Dictation of Words at the Time of tho
Experiment—Evidence of—A. R. Wallace, F.R.G.S., Hcnslcigli
Wedgwood, J.P.; Rev. Thomas Colley, W. Oxley, George Wvld
M . l)., Miss Kislingbury; Writing in Answer to Questions Inside
a Closed Aox—Evidonce of Messrs. Adshead; Statement of cir
cumstances under which Experiments with F. W. Monck were
conducted at Keighley, Writing on Glass Coated with White
Paint—Evidence of Benjamin Coleman.
Letters addressed to The Times, on the Subject of the Prosecu
tion of Henry Slade, by Messrs. Joy, Joad, and I>IO^csseI Bar
rett, F.lt.S.E.
Evidence of W. H. Harrison, Editor of The Spiritualist.
Summary of Facts Narrated.
Deductions, Explanations, and Theories.
The Nature of -the Force: Its Mode of Operation—Evidence of
C. Carter Blalcc, Doc. Sci., and Conrad Cooke, G E.
Detonating Noises in Connection with it—Evidence of Ilensleigh Wedgwood, J. Page Hopps, and Thomas Colley.
The Nature of the Intelligcuee—Dr. Collycr's Theory; Dr,
George Wyld's Theory; The Occultist’s Theory ; The Spiritualist's
Theory.
Lenden, W.C. Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.
Price 6s. Imperial 8vo.

Cloth, richly gilt. Post Iicc.

“RIFTS IN THE VEIL.”

A collection of choice poems and prose essays given through
mediumship, also of articles and poems ■nditen by Spiritualists.
A useful book to place in public libraIies, and to present or send
to those who are unacquainted with Spiritualism. It cont^^ns
News
much about tlie religious aspects of Spiritualism (given through
Limp cloth, red edges. Price Is. Id., post froo.
the writing-mediumship of “M.A. (Oxon) ”) and is one of ihe
London, W.C. Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.
most refined and elegant works ever printed in connection with
. the movement.
CONTENTS.
Post Free. Price Five Shillings Cloth.
Introduction: The Philosophy of Inspiration.
(With a Frontispiece.)
I. —“O! Beautiful iVhite Meiheo Death.” Given thnough the
trance-mediumship oi Cora L. V. Tappau-Rieemoud.
II. _'j—eAppapiriiinof oe nen^^^e. 1 >y SosI^s AlAkkof.
PROOF PALPABLE OF IMMORTALITY.
III. —T1ic^^i,cus^^^1oii of 81^1^ to otic He-dHr here. Given
BY EPES SARGENT.
through the trance-mediumship of T. L, Harrio.
IV. —Gone n(^em. GiveG t■Cn,ouhh. tin tecnueonled^unlship di
CONTENTS.
Lizzie Dotcn.
V_ The Birth of tlie Spirit. Given through the tIauce^mcdium
Chapter I.—The Materialisation of Spirits in the Fact— Shin
of OoraL. V. Tappan-Richmond.
Psy^hics—Mr. A. R. Wallace on Spirits—Tangible Apparitions—
VI.—AnAnl-Cl-M^aId.
The Materialisation of Spirits through Kate Fox, J. Koons, the
VII. —An AllnAe! Pcsl-MortemUC^orkby>CbyrlesI.licOcns. How
Davenport Brothers, D. 1). Home, and Ferdinand JcncvCii—
the writings were produced: The Magnificent Egotist, Sapseo.
Spirit Forms, Drapery, and Flowers.
Stollon Reveals a Secret: A Majestic Mind Severely Tried:
Chapter II__Phenomenal Proofs of Immortality—Scientific Mr.
Dwellers in Cloisterham: Mr. Peter PcekcrofU and Mios Keep:
Theory of Spirit Materialisations—Kant—Emerson—Socrates—
Critical Comments.
Genesis of the Belief in Immortality.
VIII.—Tli'er iderof ohe PorioU, By y cg^a^^iui Weldon (ARss
Chapter III.—MIaterialisation of Spirits at Moravia, N.Y., and TIeliCIne)
and Mrs.----Elsewhere—Testimony of Various witnesses—Mediumship of
IX. —Margery Miller. Given through the trance-mediumship
Mrs. Andrews, Dr. Slade, and Mrs. Ilollis Billings—Katie King—
ef
Lizzie
Deton.
John King.
X. —Ode by “ Adamanta.”
Chapter IV__Materialisations in England—Mediumship of
XLwSwodenbeIg on Men and Women. By William White,
Mrs. Guppy, Miss Cook, Mr. Williams, Mr. Ilcrne—Experiinents
author of The Life oj Stcede^bt^^'g.
—Testimony of Various Witnesses.
XII.—Resusuam By CaroHne A. BuBue.
Chapter V.—Scientif^c Investigation—Experiments by Mr.
XIII. —AbWArmol Speotree uI il^^lv^^, Dogs, ond oHioo temm;iis
William Crookes, F.R.S__air. Serjeant Cox—The Dialectical
By Emile, Peince of Wittgenstein.
Society of London—Theory of Psychic Force.
XIV__To You who Loved MSe. By Florence Mareyat.
Chapter VI—Spirit and Matter—Are there Two Substances ?
XV.wDesolotiou. By Caroline A. Burke.
—ImmateIlallty—Aneicnt Belief in Spirits—Immortality in the
XV1—Truth. Given teeough the mediumship of “M.A.
Bible — Augustine — Descartes — Spinoza — Hcibert Spencer —
Oxon . ”
Swedenborg—Proofi of Spirit Power over Matter—Testimony ot
XVII.—Thy Lovo. . .yFlorcnen M EMTyat.
S. C. Hall—W. il. Iiarrisiu.
XVIII.—II—Hriun i^i^n,S^Si By thy t.hU•BncssAi0lPdeVon Vay
Chapter VII_ The Priority of Spirit—The Senses—Testimony
(Counteoo Wuembrand).
of Seers—Spirit Photographs—IIegeUan Doctrine of Nature—
XIX—Fashianeb1n Grief for tld Dd. arepa.
Ferricr's Abuse of Spiritualists.
XX.—The Beown Lndy od 00aillainel By Bycia Ca Srosu.
Chapter VIII—Miss Cook's Mediumship—Her Own Account
XXL—A Vision of Death. By Caroline A. Bueac.
—Testimony of Mr . C. F. Varley, Mr. Wm. Crookes, Mr. W. ll.
XXII —A Story of a Haunted House. By F. J. Theobald.
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Ol^nrch, .Miss Kislingbury — Conclusive Experiments by Mr.
Davies, 1).D.
Crookes.
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Lowe.
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Swcdeuborg — Kardce—Chaseray—Cabanis—Coleridge—Bacon—
from the German of Schiller.
Lntlier—Calvin—Plu^areh—Charles Bonnet—Materialisation of
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Clothing and Ornaments.
Given teeough tho mediumship of “ M.A., Oxon.”
Chapter XII__The Power of Spirit over Matter.
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Chapter X1LI__ Unity of Forces and Phenomena.
D.D.
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and Buehner—Dcsigu in Nature—Divine Personality.
XXXII.—TheTeucl1 uf a f.auivhnd Hmd. By By Rev. C.
Chapter XV—The Divine Nature Triune.
Davies, D.D.
Chapter XVI—Relations of Spiritualism to Morality—The Maurice
XXXIII.—Deheo. . >y CnrolIneA. Bubui.
Direct Bearing of Spiritualism on Morality— Sui Punishes
XXXIV. — The Spirit Creed. Through thc mediumship of
Itoelf—A Moral Creed—The Teachings of Spiritualism.
, Oxon.”
Chapter XVII—-The Message of Spiritualism — Old Reve “M.A
XXXV__ Tho Angcl of Silence. Ay W. H Horrison.
lations Made New — Notions of a Future Life — Humboldt —
XXXVI.—■^hePi•rdidlCll. ^^y
*VliAc
Worthilhli01t (E nniifuecn)i
Newman—Kant—Strauss—Leon Case—Inditference to Life
XXXVII.—Lelleiellolv■s Porifioti1n Inelatloti on SpiriIaal^iln.
Personal Experiences—'The Mesmerists—Kerner—Objectious to
XXXVHI__ Spiritual M;iliecstatious among tho Fakirs in India.
Spiritualism — The Satanic Theory — Guldcnstubbc — James
Ay Dr. Maximilian Poety, PIof■essfI of Nalurul Philosophy,
Martincau—Voysey—Scntiment Must Yield to Facts.
; translated from Psychic Studies (L^ipzic), by Emily KisChapter XVIiL.—Furthcr Proofs Palpable — Spirit Photo Aernc
hinaeuIy
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graphs and Materialisations—Tlie Facts and Inferences—Con
XXXIX.—Thc Poetry of Science. Ay W. IT. Hamoui.
cluding Reflections.
XL.wMedItatieE and the Voice of Conscience. Ay Alex.
London, W.C. Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.
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v
XLLwDirge. By Meo. Eiic Aakee.
XLIIlwEpIaramSl Ay Gerald Maosoy.
XV1IIlwSfme of thc Difficulties of tho Clergy in Relation to
“THE SPIRITUALIST” NEWSPAPER.
Spiritualism. Ay Lisettc Clakdougall Grogoey.
XM-V.—Immertolltyl Ay AlfredRusocl WUIocc, F1R1G.S1
Vols. 1 and 2 of The Spiritualist newspaper (pages the size of these
XLV__ A Child’s Peayei. Ay Goiald Massey.
of The Engineer newspaper’) strongly and handsomely bonnd in one
London, W.C. Spiritualist Newspaper Bianch Office.
in half calf, red edges. They contain records relating to Spiritualism
in Great Britain from the end of the year l8Gi) to the end of 1872,
anil articles and letters by Messrs. A. R. Wallace, W. Crookes, C. F.
ediumship : its
nature
and
Varley, Tho Lord Lindsay, and other able writers. Also records of
how tie Royal Society anil the British Association for tho Advance
VARlEyIEnlwA Pamphlet eoEtalElEg useful infoiment. of Science committed themselves by i^ccting Mr. Crookes s ' mation fei those who hold oe who aeo about to hold spirit
papers on the physical phenomena of Spiritualism, as the Royal
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Society did by rejecting Franklin's discovery of lightning conductors,
newspaper bianch. elfIee, 38, Gioat Ruosell-steoot, VoEdoE,
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spirit

From The Bristol Daily Post.
“A curious collection of verses and prose essays of unequa
merit.. .. The serious and sentimental vcrscs belong to the type
of Mrs. Hcmans’s or L. E. L.’s productions.”
From The Kensington News.
Itis“ after the manner of Barham, Hood, Mark Twain, or any
of those merry souls who do quite as much good in their day and
generation as the authors of the most serious works. The Lays
are always original, sometimes serious, generally comic, but
never vulgar.’’
From The Malvern News.
“It is in itself b work of ftselt—orlginBl, and b cast of its
author’s mind. It is a work of great power and beauty; full of
lively imaginings and bold • outspoken thoughts, abounding in
tenderness and pathos ; sparkling with wit and humour; and one
that may be read many times over.. .Tho get-up of the book is
very handsome.”
From The Folkestone News.
“A number of clever sketches and poems,. among the latter
being b series of papers entitled The Wobblejaw Ballads, which
appeared in the columns of this paper a short time ago,
and which created such b furore at the time.” JA./f. An
irate member of the Town Council■ officially called the attention of
the
and Corporation of Folkestone to the burlesques m the
“ Wobblejaw Ballads," but the members assembled laughed at the
matter, and proceeded to the next business. The Mayor said that he
did not mind them.1 . . . “ It contains some very choice poems
and prose essays, isbounC in cloth richly gilt, and lias an original
design of no ordinary merit on the cover.”
Obtainable, price 7s. 6d., post free, at the Branch Office of the
Spiritualist Newspaper, London, W.C.

THE LAZY LAYS
AND PROSE IMAGINING S
BY WILLIAM H. HARRISON.
An Elegant and Amusing Gift-Book of Poetical and Prost
Writings, Grave and Gay.
The gilt device on the cover designed by Florence .Claxton and the
Author.

UPON THE .SOCIAL, MOEAL, AND RELI
GIOUS CONDITION OF SOCIETY. Two Essays by Miss
Anna Blackwell and Mr. G. F. Green.
ualism

These Essays wok the First and Second Gold Medals
of the British National association of Spiritualists.
The Spiritual-let Newspaper Branch Office, London.

unacy law amendment society,

L

4, Wine Office-court, Fleet-street. Office hours, daily
between 11 and 3 (Saturdays, 11 and 1). Secretary, James
Billington, who will receive all letters for Mrs, Weldon.

MRS. PARKER'S NEW ART OF HEALING.
(Scientific, Psychological, and Restorative.)
GG, WARWICK STREET, BELGRAVE ROAD, S.W.

N.B.—References to eminent medical gentlemen.

Lectures to Ladies on Wednesdays, 'at 3 o’clock: subject,
* Health.” Her Tonic for the Skin gives youth and bloom,
instead of age and wrinkles. Wheft conditions are favourable
Mrs. Parker is clairvoyant.
'

PPJMITIYE CHRISTIANITY AND MODERN
SPIRITUALISM,
BY EUGENE CROWELL, M.D.
One of the best books published in connection with Modern
Spiritualism for many years, and a standard work on the
subject. The author has studied the facts and phenomena for
a lengthened period, and deals in an intelligent manner with
he problems and difficulties presented.
In two vols, price 10s. Cd. each; postage 8d. per volume,

London: Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.

INFORMATION FOR INQUIRERS.
In thirty years Spiritualism has spread through all the
most civilised countries on the globe, until it now has tens of
thousands of adherents, and about thirty periodicals. It has
also outlived the same popular abuse which at the outset
opposed railways, gas, and Galileo’s discovery of the rotation
of the earth.
The Dialectical Society, under the presidency of Sir John
Lubbock, appointed a large committee, which for two years
investigated the phenomena occurring in the presence of non
professional mediums, and finally reported that the facts were
true, that the raps and other noises governed by intelligence
were real, and that solid objects sometimes moved in the pre
sence of mediums without being touched.
Mr. William Crookes, OR S,, editor of the Quarterly Journal
of Science, deviser of the radiometer, and discoverer of the
new metal thallium, investigated the phenomena of Spirit
ualism in his own house, and reported them to he true. Mr.
A. R. Wallace, Mr. Cromwell Varley, Prof. Zollner, and a great
number of intelligent professional men have done the same.
HOW TO FORM SPIRIT CIRCLES AT HOME.
Inquirers into the phenomeuaof Spiritualism should begin
by forming circles in their own homes, with no Spiritualist or
stranger to the family present.
The assertions of a few newspapers, conjurers, and men
of science that the alleged phenomena are jugglery are
proved to be untrue by the fact that manifestations are
readily obtained by private families, with no stranger
present, and without deeeption by any member of the family.
At the present time there are only about half-a-dozen pro
fessional mediums for the physical phenomena in all Great
Britain, consequently, if these were all tricksters (which they
are not), they arc so few in number as to be unable to hear
out the imposture theory as the foundation of the great move
ment of modern Spiritualism. Readers should protect them
selves against any impostors who may tell them that, the
phenomena arc not real, by trying simple home experiments
which cost nothing, thus showing how egregiously those are
duped who trust in worthless authorities.
One or more persons possessing medial powers without
knowing it are to be found in nearly every household, and
about one new circle in three, formed according to the follow
ing instructions, obtains the phenomena:—
1. Let arrangements be made that there shall be no in
terruption for one hour during the sitting of the circle.
2. Lot the circle consist of four, five, or six individuals,
about the same number of each sex. Sit in subdued light,
but sufficient to allow everything to be seen clearly, round an
uncovered wooden table, with all the palms of the hands in
contact with its top surface. Whether the hands touch each
other or not is of little importance. Any table will do.
3 Belief or unbelief has no influence on the manifestations,
but’an acrid feeling against them is weakening.
4. Before the manifestations begin, it is well to engage in
general conversation or In singing, and it is best that neither
should be of a frivolous nature.
6. The first symptom of the invisible power at work is often
a feeling like a cool wind sweeping over the hands. The first
indications will probably be table tiltiogs or raps.
6. When motions of the table or sounds are produced freely,
to Bvoid eonfusion let one person only speak; he should talk
to the table as to an intelligent being. Let him tell the table
that three tilts or raps mean “Yes,’’ one means ‘‘No,” and
two mean “Doubtful,” and ask whether the arrangement: is
understood. If three raps he given in answer, then say, “If
I speak the letters of the alphabet slowly, will you signal
every time I come to the letter you want, and spell us out a
mesi age ? ” Should three signals be given, set to work on the
plan proposed, and from this time an intelligent epetem of
communication is established.
7. Possibly symptoms of other forms of mediumship, such
as irat.ee or clairvoyance, may develop; the better class of
messages, as judged by their religious and philosophical
merits, usually accompany such manifestations rather than
the more objective phenomena. After the manifestations are
obtained, the observers should not go to the other extreme
and give way to an excess of credulity, but should believe no
more about them or the contents of messages than they are
forced to do by undeniable proof.
8. should no results be obtained at the first two seances
because no medium chances to be present, try again with
other sitters. A medium is_ usually an impulsive individual,
very sensitive to mesmeric influences.
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Opinions of the Press.
From The Morning Post.
The Morning Post, which strongly recommends the book in a
review nearly b column long, says:—“Comic literature which
honestly deserves the epithet seems to be rapidly becoming a
thing of the past; consequently any writer who, like Mr. Harrison,
exhibits a genuine vein of humour, deserves the praise of all who
are not too stupid to enjoy an innocent laugh. Not that his muse
restricts herself only to such lighter utterances; on the contrary,
some of his poems touch on the deepest and most sacred feelings
of our common humanity. . . . The unfortunate Hadji’s narrative
of his adventures amongst the magicians of Whitechapel is quite
one of the funniest things that has been published for years. . ..
The book contains quite enough to ensure it a welcome from
which its tasteful appearance will not detract.” The Morning
Post says of The Wobblejaw Ballade:—“ No. one can help laughing
at them,’’ and it says that the rhymes are pitched in “ something
like the same key” as The Bon Gaultier Ballads or The Biglow
Papers, “ with au appreciably successful result.”
From The Court Journal.
“All arc of marked abillty.... Occasionally we find verse of
great beauty, showing that the author poeeeeeee the pure poetic
gift.’’
From The Graphic.
“Thosewho can appreciate genuine, unforced humour should
not fail to read The Lazy Lays and Prose Imaginings. Written,
printed, published and reviewed by William H. Harrison (38, Great
Russcll-strcct). Both the verses and the short essays are really
funny, and in some of the latter there is b vein of genial satire
which adds piquancy to the fun. The Lay of the Newspaper Editor
is capital, if rather severe, and. so is ^je Lay of the Macebearers;
but one of the most laughable bits is the Turk’s account of how he
went to be photographed.”
From Public Opinion.
“A volume of remarkably good verse.... Some of the metrical
legends remind us of the wild chants that used to be sung at the
meetings of the Cannibal Club, some ten or fifteen years ago. Mr.
Harrison, however, knows where to plant his . fun, and an accu
rate scientific mind like his can make jokes with success.. . . To
all who wish to read a pleasant volume oiagnificently got up as b
gift-book, we commend The Lazy Lays.”
From The Bookseller.
“An odd but most entertaining assortment of quaint and
humorous fancies, some in verse and others in prose, and all
written with b fluent and not ungraceful pen. The vein of
humour which permeates them is genuine, rich, and original, and
not at all ill-natured.”
•
From Nature.
“'Scientific men and matters are in one or two cases alluded to,
and the imprint bears that the work is published ‘a.d. 1877
(popular chronology); a.m. 587? (Torqucmada) ; a.m. 50,800,077
(Huxley).’ We believe that our readers may derive a little
amusement from b perusal of the volume.”
From The British Journal of Photography.
“ The Lazy Lays include many admirable pieces, some of which
are in verse and others in prose, some scientific, others social, but.
all of them cxcellcntt. . . The Lazy Lays will make excellent and
amusing reading for an occBeionB^epBl•e haU-hourr. .. They con
tain nothing unrefined or in bad tastc.”
From The Dublin Bnlvertiiy Magazine.
“ How Hadji A1 Shacabac, an amiable Turk, was photographed,
is well done.. .. Bound in b cover of somewhat powerful design.”
From The Photographic News.
“ Mr. W. H. Harrison, b gentleman whose name is familiar in
connection with photographic and other scientific literature, has
considerable facility of versification, and deals, ill pleasant and
humorous mood, with many' scientific follies which are better
laughed down than gravely disputed.”
From The Scotsman.
“In Mr. W. H. HBrrison’e Lazy Lays and Prose imaginings
there is a good deal of broad humour and satiric power, with a duc
foundation of solid sense.”
From The Bradford Daily Chronicle.
“ Good poetical diction is displayed. Mr. Harrison has produced
b most welcome book.. .‘How Hadji Bl ShacabBc was Photo
graphed/ will be sure to make cvcry reader roar with laughter.”
From The Dundee Daily Advertiser.
“ With such b frcc and easy author it is naturally to bc expected
that his subjects should bear some trace of th-is peculiar idiosyn
crasy, and indeed they are as free and easy as .himself. . . . The
pocms are all characterised by smoothnces and rhythmical swing.
. . . The work is very elaborately bound in cloth and gilt.... A
gorgeous design upon the cover. ... If oui readers wish to en
courage laziness they have b most deserving object in b very
clever and versatile member of thc order.”
From The Liverpool Daily Courier.
“ In his handsomely bound and gri^fin-guBrCeC Lazy Lays, Mr.
William H. Harrison provides b gift-book elegant in its appear
ance and entertaining in its contents. .. . Thc author is imbued
with thc true spirit of humour, and amuses all while offending
none.”
From The Western Daily Press (Brletol^)1
“A volume from the versatile pcn of Mr. W. H. Harrison, b
well-known contributor to the London and provincial press, and
editor of The Spiritualistt. .. Many of thc humorous poems re
mind us of the Ingoldsby Legends. The Lay of the Photographer
The Lay of the Macetearers, and some of The Wobblejaw Ballads
wou/d not have bccn unworthy of Barham himself. Some of the
shorter pocms are exquisite, and thcrc pervade the whole b reli
gious sentiment and poetic feeling which will make them accept
able to most readers? ’
From the daily Northern Whig (Belfast).
“ The finest thing in the book is ‘How Hadji Al ShacBbac was
Photographed.’ It is an admirable addition to our not too ex
tensive comic literature. The story is onc of which extracts
would not give an adequate idea; it is intensely humorouu,.. .
Those who wish to obtain a handsome gift-book of an amusing
nature, will find what they want in Th^ Lazy Lays."
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